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a viv';d rer.-l"lty for COitOntry Patmore, the poet net or:.ly ci' earthl;y- nuptial
love but the poet of Christ f s :-"uptial love.

-f;}Je

~,!1'nHL

::cul.l' the bd.de, filled

h~,m

T!'o &.ll.&.logy of the 10',1'6

with such y:onder nnd excitement that

to-ohare it with others.
In a day when the numler of divorces threatens to equal thE' numb,S'!'

~J()t triU,;.:::C0I;('.S

all earthly bounds and finds its cor:stln1mat.io:r: beyond the

bounds of' Iiaaven"n

2

This poet, w},e stood. Ilpart from all other IY:ets of the Victorian

period, gave a;ldit::',cnal roetic bee.uty to the Church's doctrine of matrimony.

2

Coventr~' Petmoro, Mystical Poems of l~uptial Ilove s ed. v,"itr.~. IICt.~~ b~;
Terence Connolly, S ••..T., Boston: Bruce Humphr"ies, 1938, xi, (Introduction
by Joachim V. Emuscll)
1

------------------------------

-------------------

-----

2

logical
J.r~

exa.ltir!g

Chris~t ~

cnl~,

nn.i,on 'wit-IT t.he ir.aividu(1..1

P~b:ore ~oi:r:ed

the mystics

sc~~,l.

ThE, problem of t1",in t·hf3Sis 15 to show how Patmore demo:;:1s"!.;rates i,n his

poetry, Eo'specit'.lly in T!:e Unkl:ovrn Eros,t·hnt
Dill inEl nuptial s of God f

is

hUi'lfl)i

union with the hwi1an 3<:'u1.

ma.rringa foreshadows the
The r.trength and weakness

of his philosophy 1';ill be ind:i.c:ated as well as its pertinency to modern t.imes.
A poet w1::o made love "tre bas is

Ebo.rly poetry

sensue.15.t,~i

Wfc.S

~f

his entirE rh5.1oBophy

especially dEivoid of such philoeophy.

"'E;~; E('t

tote.' IJ

Symonds sayr,

or.

b;'} a contt'mpb.tio!4 of her beautye ...

cxpls.ined to her that the soul recogniz6d beauty in human form

~.S

a rac01..

lection of a beauty which it enjoyed prior to its b:!.rth into the body cf: r:a:n ..

3

John A. Symonds, An Introduction

and Ch~~. 31nck, 1890, p. 255.

..!2. ~

S+;i.H:'1y of Da.nte, Ed:inhurgh: Adam

3

~~u,$t

be devoted to the pursuit of

D

from which it S;':r'l~:g .. -

PlU'~

beauty.

The

f;()ul

W0..:::'C cliInb from

The defects of this philosophy are w61~ kno\~lt.
J'd ea l'2Z0iS

1

C!~::/

or~e hU.'illJ.li

7".1';

rsle.tionship .. - friendship_

An outline of Plato's philosophy on love would resemble a pyramid stall:Hng
(,1~

:1is theory was equally re~ovt:;d from "civil s.ffection and

:i. ts apex.

.
,,5
sensual passJ,cn_

lov "c~

Burdett goes further and says that the Platonic theory

"b"j .4.he
omiSSl'O'"
"'.~.
... of ""om"l·
",cal

"·"'r·';f~c6""
... " . . .

""""

t'n"t
_ <.4

""~-"r'n~.1..

.. L •. vv,

...

n'''11
,0._. ,,6

The boy who held by Plate tried.
Ei:3 aiI';,r ,'ent1ll'e fir::;t; all sa.:.l
It he~\\' fr,W~l'G rca:;h 'c:. ":i11 serore ce~:l('d,ed$
7
Thenpitch'e and drcpp'c., for war:.t of' tail.
Thus we can say that the Platonic theory fails to

:rt~ct

the r,eeds of

Following Plato f~ idea we have a new aspect of love result:i.r_g from the

5

Symor:c.s I

OPe

cit ... p. 260.

€

Burdett,

.9.r.-

cit.,

7

Sove-ntry Patmore. The Angel in the House, (With ar~ I!1trodue~~:i.cn by Alice
M'~;,,:~.~ll.)s Lonc.on:George RC\1.1tledb~) &: Sons, 1905, Bk. II, Canto :;:,
Prelude

:z.

IX.•

4

'chf,nl.lry.'

GocJ 1::; B.:'loted a place by th,,, c!1iva,lroac lover.

:ro:is the

link between the knight's sO;jl aDd his God: e. c::-.nt:i.nu0us l"HY!'!inaer of Heaver1.
goes on t.o say, !1owf.;\ver, thflt "chiyalrous passion never ended in

CYY'1(lt!CS

!l'larrie.ge; anc the lady who inspired it was hot usually e. wife_"

8

In these times of chivalry another, and much less Christian-like, kind
of love flonrlshedc

England.
wes the

beginnings in France but thr5.ved le..t.er in

It had

According to thit; syst:tl::'" of l:curtly love and emoJcional disturbance
n&.~;'J.re.l ccmpn~don

of

fallir~g

reflection upon his helpless state.
rr'~utual

~..mposs1.ble

hin:
'lOll c'

If he found himself the recipient of a

The court lover 'md Lis lady pledged absolute

faithfuh:ess to eae:""':. otr.er.

illicit

The lovm"' 5uf.fered inm..tm£:ra~le

f(,elil1 b of IcV(, he wOl,ld :'.top r'.t no obstacle,s ~. l;' attempting to COT"'Jll.it

grea.t deeds for his 1ady.

be

in love.

The str:l.ngent code of cO'.1rUy love held love to

in the marriEd ste,te.

Thus courtly love all.l:J war.;

b:;.t;~cal1;;'

~~d t~~~ly ~enBUOU8.

Dbl'ir~e

vdsdom was disclosed in the person of i3eatrice.

<;,1"::001 ed in the form of the ur:onarried

this love Vias her unattainnbility.

WOm!1Ih

Burdett says

Iron:; "'Ire f:ind

Half the attraction of
~his

philcs,;'prlY of Dante

"busied itself too much with th,= f'lcnr[cl'S a.nd the fruit; too little with the

p. 258.

5
roots and the soilll

9

V'lhile this may be a. bit Wljust

Oll

Burdett's pa.rt,

we must e.dmit that any practical theory of love must cor:sider botb, the
sehses a.nd the soul.
na-:;ure.

Dante idealized woman but not

WOffi6.l1

as a part of

Both of these theories o:nit the necessity of the family.

divide man's life iLto

t'NO

~ap9,rate,

Thus they

disunited parts - an idep,l and a reo.l.

Dantets idea of love certa.inly needed marriabe.

But he failed to

reaJize t11l3t you ce.nnot build a philosophy of' life upon disorder; and
certainly not or;. adultery - the logical result of Dante's philosophy - is a
disorder.
tasie

Dante, however, was not then, nor later, alone in ignoring this

necessity.

Marriage was considered too prosaic a subj ect for verse.

It WE.S only anticlimactical.
servitude through love, became
parties.

The wedding ring, figuratively a sibn of
literal,ly the symbol of' slt>.ver;{ f'or both

The beo.uty of the love shared prior to the weddinb ceremony became

enmeshed in the chains taken on in marriage.
True, e. few marriabe songs existed like SL:.cklini;'" "A Ba.llad upou a
l'Iedding" E:md ::>penser

IS

"Epithalariiion."

The latter is a bea1.Atiful nuptial

poem but, like the former, it fails to see that love p&.st

tid)

weddirt;; night.

Even Browning failed to see the opportWli ty avrai tine; him, although he looked
straight at it.

In fairness to that poet, ho::,rever, it should be noted the.t

the sort of love celebrated in "A 1'lomen' s Le,st 'Nord" is different from the
shallow, sensual love usually celebre.ted by the lyric poets.
Sister 1fcry Evarista Crowley, in her !.Taster's Thesis, noted the.t it

9

Durdett,

~

cit., viii.

6

"tU'I'lec 10v8 Y,as a :'.;;rti1e field for !,oetic tru£l.tment and yet it wr.s

Ac we he:JC: S~H:m,

lOVEl

wa.s mftt.::ria.l for poetry .. but ahvays love before

unotLer Mar-t0r's Thesis by Terence Toland, S.J., it is staf:,ed that the

interes·t of such works "genera.lly centers a.round the obta.ir<ing of thr; woman
"',,11
or ma.n desired; not the life with tlHl" n:a.n or woman.

It is d:.rf:.c '.41 t to see why the foregoing is true.

tr:e wirming of

of a mere

·~he

Certainly there is

bel')voC. t 13 r-e.nc seems to be the finis i1l8teac. of the

cr~d

that Pe.trrore cried,

ph~se.

Idiots that take the prologue for the niece., 'i"
And that all is ended just whon it beg1:tw~':'G
~

10

Crowley, Sister Mary Eva.rista. .. Stt1dy of the Them':.>:! nf Covor.tr:,' Pa.tmo,~t;
(":Jllpublis'nod Haster's Thesis, 'l'he Gre.duate Scr1001 1 Loyola t::niv':Jrsity.
Chicago s Illinois. 1930). p. 35.

11

"''''l'e~ce

12

Burdett,

"'0'_~!l""
"' ..,

,. .

ml' Th em","" ~
"'f ".
,,'I.. "~
.
th ,,.,
f C,Qven"ry
01iiom8,W1000
--.3!..
l\orK:<'; ~
Patmore (Unpu.blishod lJs.:>terts Thosis. The Graduate School, Loyola
University. Chicago, Illinois, 1945), p. 48.

... "",,1

.l..

i:l.':T ••

Ope ~.,

~

p. 9 •

._-------------------------------------------------------_..

_---------,----------------------------~

7

Or again,
The love of marriage claims, above'3
All other kinds, the na~e of love.Burdett scorns the poets who do not accept this P:1i1osophy, and in
ridi;.:uli::lg than praises the courage that was Patmore's:
••••we have had an abstraction, or a lust of the flesh,
rarely a 10-".e tha t seeks to satisfy the soul a.s well as
the senses and the senses equally witb, the soul • • • •
In courtship, a.t all events, the imagination is 3atis1'i'9::1, a. vision comes to the soul, the windows of heaven
are open. In marriage the body can find the mysterious
point where flesh and spirit are indistinguishable. In
too fruits of this embrace, the body makes its supreme
return, and the family thus created is the unit in which
the individual becomes complete, and is itself th<:
foundation of society.14
It is unique that marriage, since it is the foundation of society and
as such is owed the gra. titude of the world, should be cOl1lpletel y lacking of
lyric

15
S;)ng.

It took a lonely, opinionated poet

01'

the VL;toriar:.. Era to

interpret and defend one of the most norro.e.l a.nd lea.st obtuse elements of
life.

Like Dante and Plato his life was dominated by one idea. - love - but

unlike them he oompleted the rela'tionship
Coventry Patmore
it.

st~.nds

0

f;nan an d woman in marriage.

in the Victorian Era and yet wholly apart from

At his birth, Father Alexander tells us,

11 • • •

there

w,:"S

a. reaction

13

Mystical Poems, ad. by Connolly (The 'Nedding Sermon), p. 4.

14

Burdett,

15

It is even more of a paradox that the one who shoul d sing its praises
was scornfully igno red by the majority, as '."/'e shall later see.

~$ ~.~

p .1:-5.

8
agair.st the politj,ca1 and spiritual radicalism of the Romantics. n16
philosophy 'was arising which was completely hostile to mysticism.

A new
He goes on

to say tha.t PatmorE> should 'be complimented or" the fact that he reconciled the
two prevalent tendencies, mysticism and the scientific spirit, by "rejecting
both in their current application. n17
The critics all agree that in Patmore we have a poet who reveals his
soul in his poetry so that actually no biography is necessary.

But because

Patmore is the poet of only a few, and because this paper concerns itself
with only one phase of his work, it would be well to Bet down those facts
which affect his works.
In the Portra5t of
into the
lives

we~

Pa~ore

A~r

Family, Derek Patmore announces Coventry's birth

ftl.!"'!lily thus; "The charminG middle-c18.sr;; 8,tmosphere of' their

convulsed by the advent of a poetic genius."

18

This 'genius l was

the grandson of a s il versmi.th and the son of a "notorious ratlH:!r than
distinguished author.,,19

He was born at Woodford, July 23, 1823.

His fatr.er

dedica.ted h1.'ll to the :"'11uses at a very early age and this did not endear either
of them to the heart of Mrs. Patmore with wtom Covent.ry was in constant

16

Calvert Alexander, S.J., The Catholic Literary Revival, JUlwaukee: Bruce
Publishing Co., 1935, p. 56.

17

Loe. cit.

18

Derek Patmore,

19

Edmund Gosse, Coventry Patmore, London: Hodder and stoughton, 1905, I, 1.

POl~rait

of My Family, New York: Earper BrOSe, 1935, p. 5.

9

revolt.

Hi:; mother, a.n austere Scotch woman, would have preferred to devote

her son to God.

A close bond of affection united father and son, although

they were totally unlike each other.
Frederick Greenwood. in an article in Blackwood's

Y~gazine,

that Patmore Was giv'en every chance of being self-made.

said

And he believed

the.t it was the better kind of making for a lad of Coventry's temperanen·c. 20
His fa.t:ler was an atheist and refused to allow his son to be taught
any positive religious beliefs.

Coventry was an agnostic ul;l.til he was

eleven years old when he opened a devotional book o.nd de-:dded "what a
wonderful thing it would be if there really was a. God.,,21
indi.('lstes the truth of Bregy' S observ€ltioll: "Patrrore
outside the zone of the supernatural. ,,22

V78.S

Such e statement

brought up entirely

Once Pa.tmore adIll.i tted th e

possibility of the supernatural, however, he seemed to grow :'ncreasingly

religious.
Derek Pam.ore quotes his grandmotr.er as saying "all Patmores are street
angels e.r..d

hous~,

devils. It

23

Bul; this statement does not seem to be true

of Coventry, whose first noteworthy work. The An;;61 in the House,. was a
celebration of' marriage and the home.
This narl'ati7e p0er;1 ':ras written during the yes.rs o.t his marriage wit.::t

20

FrederiGk Green.vood t "Coventry Patmore" $ 31ackwoods
1905, 813.

21

'Josse, Ope '1it., p. 18.

~i~agazine, CL.'UVII.

10

,')

Jntir.:;ly:;o!:"lgenial to

:'limS01f~

It

.

sa.ys Virginia Crawford .... '%

It-Has not all

light and. joy, for the poet had to worl-:: hard (an unpleasant expel' .i..tm.:::e for
h:L'Tl) i!.1 order' to s'J.pport. his Grovling fall1ily.
Emtly Andr,;;,vf;} -;'las his dre8.J"'!l. come true.

She was beautiful, learnDd, and

(':10S':; difficult; :Ii' all; she sha.red. :::i~'3 ideas on 7tu"ious nubjec1;s.

To 11i5

UpHfted -by co:npanionship -'-lith this stately and kindl~r
cl.·eatu::e t riaily ill'mined by her s:im?1i~HYI }le slowly
ga::'ned, not merel;'l what se~s a. very profound insig::lt
into the ne.ture of womanhood, but the precise experienoe
which was needed to make ~im, beyond all his peers, the
conse~rated laureate of wedded love. 25
After Emilye;s deat'l in 1862, which had been long foreshadowed, the
poet wa.s completely lost in grief but at the

sa;nG

ti"ns finaJ.ly frot) to take

tha.t step which had been die'bated to him by his will for some time an:!
W;1.ich his wife foresaw: "Only a few days before she died she said to him,
I

After lIm gOlle they [Catholics1 will get you.' ,,26
Contrary to the CO'IDTlon notion that a poet is YTon by the ritual and

liturgy of the Roman :::atholic Church, we fail to find any such superficial

24

Virginia :'.1. Crawford, "Coventr'J Patmore," Fortnightly Review, LXXV, 1901,
p. 304.

25

Gosse,

26

Cha~pneys,

OPe

cit ... p. 4.0.
II, 53.

11
infl~ence

in the conver;,ion of Pa:bnoro.

[lis 'va.s a cold, willed conversion

going strongly aga.inst the dictates of his heart.

';Ne ca.n feel the loss he

suffered at; this final separation from her, to whom he had been so close,
in "A Farwell."
Viith all my will but much against my heart,
ric t'NO now part. 27
Thi:; marriage with Emily I which had been terminated by her death and
fi:nall~r

severed by his conversloll, was one of love and happiness.

Their

contentment :9.11d joy with eacll ot:her and with their six children, '!-lad
1)lossomed in their fir'been years of marriage and reaped many an hour of

..

In her complete. knowledge of n l.l!l. however, Emily saw that :le

happiness.

would marry a.gai.n

that '!-le wO;1.1d be in need of anot}--.er part.!hU' in mal'riage.

Jsrek Patmore quotes from her will as follows!
I I leave my wadding ring to your seconu wife wit:• .my love
and blessing • • .al~o I leave my grateful acknowled~nent
of your goodness and love to me. • • •
, If in a year or tVlO Y'jU are a.ble to marry again~ do

so happily, feeling that if my spirit ct.m ".,at-:l11 you, i't;

will love her who makes you happy • • • • ,28
So Bn:ly proved to be corrdct in both her apprehension and her prop!1ecy.
And both events occnr0d almost simultaneously in Rome.

beca~e

In May, 1864.

engaged to Marianne Byles, "whose beauty seemed -to me the pure

effulgence of Catholic sanctity.n 29

Poe~ns~

ed. COL1nolly. p. 51.

27

!v1yst.i.cal

29

Recorded in D. Patmore, Ope cit., p. 145.

12
If marri9.ge wi-th Thlily had provided hi'll with t 1'!d
,,-I"
_,J.

g:~rm

of his philosophy

nuptial 1 ("nl6 ,

mdel'sta:1ding and. le:i ::ure necessar.f to product;' his :'llost

prol~ound

and nost

beautiful poems cuntained in the volwne, The Unknown Eros.
Marian:ae's personality co;nple'nented Coventry's.
d.iscernL'1g eritbism must have piqued hi.--n frequently.

Her quiet but
Bl.l"t :'lsr unobtrusive

handling of this 'proble'll child I 1:>rought his poetic powers to thei.r

:'llatur~

lulfillmer,d;.
As we have said before, up until the Hme of his marriage with
~,1ariaunc,

Patmore had been forced to work hard to provide the necessities of

life for himself and for his family but; wi t:l her splendid disposition

:;farianne also brought to her marriage a. considerable fortune, and finally
Patmore was able to live in the manner whicn he had formerly desired.
Patmore valued Marianne's criticisms and usually gave her his marlLtscripts

first for cormnent;s.
After rei'\ding some of

Cha'llpneys rect)rds one of these knoVlL'lg cri ticisYn:S.
~lis

poet:t'y

~,~~ria.nne

says:

Then, if I may yenture to suy so, you touch the most delicate
subjects wit:. a. purity which leaves acarcolJ" a. Nord to ma1:e
a child's innocence wonder. A woman reading it would feel
flattered; then at times, provoked; for it is a shame for
you. t? ha!B beau illitia<l;ed into a thing or two quite solely
feml.rn.ne.
The bard of wedded bve seemed to feel incomplete without marriage.
After the death of Marianne Pabora. in 1880, he took unto himself a third
;'fifs t :Iarriet Robson .. a good fria111 of his daughter's.

30

Pii'fie, t:-te only

Cha.'TIpneys, Memoirs and Correspondence of Coventry Patmore, London: Geo.
Bell and Sons, 1901:-1, p. 215.

13
c:"dld of thi3ilarr l'!).£;a~ :J.pon hearing

~f

his father IS thr'ge :narris'':;63$ crio9d ll

"i;i.1Yll Papa. you're half as bad as Henry the Eighth:"

The f:'>'Jrth l"loman to exert an influence on the liE·e of t!lis "1an$ whose
days are marked by an abundance of friendships with women !l!ld alnast totally
lacking in male friendships, ','Vas his daughter, Ernily.

This girl. nun and

poetess, was born physica.lly of Emily and spiritually of

~!arianne.

She v{as

a combination of the traits Pat"'l1ore loved b'')st in bot:lwomen and Emily
::1onoria probably exerted a stronger and more permanent influence than either
of the other ·two.
Patnore IS ad.--niration of Alice Meynell is one of the paradoxes of his
life.

ITe scorned many of the 'masculine' characteristics which she

possessed, and yet faint praise from her pleased hi.m inordinately.
This quick view of Pat!nare';,;; life shows hiM. to be equipped to sing of
'woman.'

The feminine influence in his life was strong and positive.

It is

to his discredit" however" tha.t he can boast of no permanent masculine
friendships.

In all his works he does not have one good word for friendship,

which is not unusual when we

COlmt

i;he number of broken ones that marked his

years.
We have spoken of the dearth of nuptial lyrics and poetrJ of wedded
life.

This void was noticed and repaired by Patmore.

He desired to carry

love beyond the wedding day; yet he had no wish to set down in verse merely
a character analysis of the two parties involved or to conceive of the tragic
aspect of unfaithfulness in marriage.

The sentimental novels of his

contemporaries v,era popular as pious, romantic tales of courtsh:'p rat!tt:lr
than e.s any sta.tement of matrimonial fact.

Then too, these stories always

14

ended 1,dth the wedding night and thus did not ring true because they ended the
dr~~awith

the first act.

To Coventry Patmore, however, marriage was neither

the end, nor the anti-olL~ax of love but its fulfillment. 31

Therefore his

theme would be that of faithful love between man and wife, 'the first of
themes, sung last of all.'

In The Angel

~~

House this theme found its

complete and lovely utterance.
This glorification of happy nuptial love was a theme,
~2

universal, but to the mob, commonplace and vulgar."

sL~ple

and

To those who appreciate

marriage as a sacrament it is a revelation of Patmore's vision of life in
its "most blessedly human rela.tion."33
This little germ of nUjltial lova,
Which springs so si'1lp1y from t"~ sod,
The root is, as my song shall prove,
Of all our love to man and God.
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
How 101lg shall men deny the flower
Because its roots are in the earth;
And crave with tears from God the dower
They have, and have despised as dearth? 34
A br:!.ef su:mrn.ary of the narrative of The Angel in

~

House will aid in

the better understanding of the significant passages which will be quoted
to throw light on Patmorean philosophy:

The poet, Felix Vaughan, filled with

31

Bregy, "Memoirs and Correspondence of Coventry Patmore and Cha,npneys",
The Catholic World, XC, 1910, 796.

32

Burdet·t, op. oit., p. 21.

33

John Freeman, "Coventry Patmore," Quarterly Review, CCXL, 1923, 123-35.

34

Patmore, Angel in

~

House, Bk. I, Canto VII, Prelude II.
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the happiness of his marriage wishes to innortalize his name and state by
wri-l:;ing a

Ve1'3a

glorifying marital happiness e

lie does so by telling the

:::tory of his courtship of Honoria Churchill, oldest of the three daughters of
the Dean at Sarum Close.

There is very little action in the story.

deals chiefly with the moods of the lover.

He~

It

after much introspecJ.;;ion

&''1J retrospection, wins the hand of the fair Honor and marries her.

I't might seem strange to class this poem as a poem of marital bliss

since only two of the twenty-four cantos deal with Felix and Honoria as ma.n
and wife.

But a close analysis of the poem dispels all doubts.

first place, Vaughan writes the
wedded life.

poe~

In the

because he is so very happy in his

All throughout the description of the courtship we sense that

the engagement of the two is merely a stepping stone to something ::nuch
higher.

We feel, with Vaughan, that on their wedding day they stand only

at the threshold of the realization of their love.
love's largest measure of

fulfilL~ent

Later he tells us that

came with parenthood.

This lengthy narrative on married love begins with a prologue and
is divided into

~"o

books Which consist of

~velve

brief cantos each.

The

t:ltl.ntos are again divided into one or more short preludes followed by the
na.rrative sec-tion.

It is in these preludes that we find l"lost of Patmore fa

philosophy.
In the Prologue to Book I Vaughan seeks to make a name for himself,
for the sake of his wife, by singing of the "first of themes sune last of
all."

He

WB.S

so very happy that, as we have said, he intended to glorify

his state Which he had enjoyed for eight years.
of the wedded life of Felix a.nd Honoria.

So he writes of the wonders

16

Some years before the opening of the story, Felix had become intimate
with the Dean of Sarum Close, a widower with three daughters. Within this
complaoent setting Felix falls in love with all three daughters: Honoria,
Mary, and Mildred.
In the prelude to the Second Canto, Vaughan, still enamored with
\

the material he has for his subjeot, says,
That Hymn for which the whole world longs,
A worthy Hymn in Woman's praise;
A Hymn bright-noted like a bird's.
The Second Canto speaks of Mildred and Mary who were to take second
place in his affections.

In this Canto Patmore speaks of the bachelor's

continual and consoious search for a wifei
We who are married, let us own
A baohelor's chief thought in life
Is, or the fool's not worth a groan,
To win a woman for his wife.
I kept the oustom. I oonfess
I never went to Ballor Fete
Or show, but in pursuit express
Of ~ predestined mate.
Honoria, who beoomes his
Canto.

Her~thi8

ult~ate

choice, gives title to the Third

early in the poem, we have Patmore beginning the real

theme of the divine nature of love:
He meets, by heavenly chanoe express,
The destined maid; same hidden hand
Unveils to him that loveliness
Which others oannot understand.
Following this Patmore begins the analysis of oourtship.

In the next

Canto Felix meets his cousin Frederick, who is also in love with Honoria.
Watching her reaotions closely, Felix is confident that Honor does not
return his affeotion in like manner.

He is sorry, but whether his sorrow
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stems from pity for Frederiok or pity for htmself in a possible similar situation he does not know.
The Fourth Canto. 'Rose of the World,' brings a break in the narrative
and this and the next Canto deal with the refleotions and mental meanderings
of the lover.

Felix meditates on the tMportance of love and its necessity

to the well balanced life. We have the follOWing passage concerning love:
For love is substance, truth the forma
Truth without love were less than nought.
In Canto Five, Felix, long unhappy at having been absent for so long
from the deanery, finally reoeives an invitation to dinner written by
Honoria and enolosed with violets which she had found in a place where he
had olaimed there were none.
In the prelude to the Sixth Canto, Vaughan, meditating on the joys of
love. is grateful he had saved himself for his wife.

He speaks of the

happiness that will come to those who do the same:
Who is the happy husband? He
Who scanning his unwedded life,
Thanks Heaven, with a consoienoe free.
'Twas faithful to his future Wife.
We then have a return to the narrative of the story.

Made brave by

his love, Felix asks the Dean it he might try to win the hand ot Honor,
little knowing that his rather and the Dean had long ago entertained. such
ideas.
The Seventh Canto was introduced with thought on woman's influence
over man.
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To heroism and holiness
How hard it is tor man to soar
But how muoh harder to be less
Than what his mistress loves him tor J
He tells those women who ignore their influenoe and "Who might haTe
"cheapen'd paradise" to
awake to thy renown
Require what 'tis our wealth to give.

In this and in the preoeding canto Patmore, showing Felix's elation
and joy at Honor's acceptance ot hbn. contradicts the popular notion that
what is attainable is no longer desired.
The Eighth Canto desoribes an expedition to Stonehenge.

Here we see

that his loves grow trom every tacet ot his lady's personalit,y.

He glories

in every awpect ot her beaut,y and is oontinually struok atresh at the marvel
that she will be hiB.
Honor takes a trip to London an. Felix suffers not only the pains

ot parting but also the fears ot what might happen to her while she is gone.
He tears that London may spoil her.

He wonders if her possessions which are

dear to her will be taken oare of in her absenoe.

In the Tenth Canto Felix visits churoh with the Dean and his daughters.
Waking early on the day he is to take the girls to ehuroh. he contemplates
his IOTe and its place in religion.

He says of Honora

I loved her in the name of God.
And for the ray she was of HimJ
and later conSidering her Maker.
How loving and how lovely fair
Must He be Who had tashioned her.
•

•

••••

e. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••

• • .Hbn loved I most
But her I loved most sensibly.
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Book One ends with Honor's aoceptanoe of Felix and a desoription of
his oTerwhelming joy at her reoeption.
Vaughan begins the Seoond Book, "The Espousals," on his tenth
anniversary.

He comments, in the third person, on his ten years of happiness:
Ten years today has she been his;
He but begins to understand,
He .ays, the dignity and bliss
She gaTe him when she gave her hand.

The First Canto of the Seoond Book, "Aceepted," resumes the story on
the morning after Felix has bean accepted.

Patmore desoribes the lover's

typical impatience at those things whioh seem to hinder him from seeking his
love.

Before he had oame to see her, moreover, he had brought a pistol to

proteot his now important life 1
The Second Canto introduces the lovable but

irasoible Aunt Maude.

Before introduoing her, however. Patmore gives us the strange oomparison
of a newly engaged girl to a bird set free from its oage.
freedom for which they have been longing.

Both fear the

Paradoxioally, they fear the

restrictions which their new freedom will bring.

The girl, despite the fact

that she wonders whether she is glad that she said "Yes," realizes that it
was wise for
He is her lord, for he oan take
Hold of her faint heart with his hand.
In this seoond oanto, Felix makes a surprise Tisit to the Deanery and
surprises Honoria, playing one of his songs on the piano. With the poise
of one who knows that she is loved, Honor covers her momentary contusion
beautifullye

She mimics her Aunt Maude and tells of her more ambitious plans

for Honor, than that of marrying Vaughan.
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Vaughan, also contident ot his charm since he has won the tair Honoria,
upon meeting the aunt wins the

irascible old girl over to his side.

"County Ball,· the Third Canto, deals principally with a description ot
the Ball.

In this canto, Patmore preludes the narrative with these discerning

remarks on religion and marriages
Maid, choOSing man, remember thisJ
You take his nature with his name;
Ask, too, what his religion is;
For you will soon be ot the same.
In Canto Five the ladies visit Felix's own home.

Honor's visit to the

place ot which she will soon be mistress makes Felix all the more ambitious
tor that "unimaginable day."

He glories in listening to others praise her

tor her charm, grace, and womanliness.
The next cantos deal with the reflections ot the lover.

In them we tind

many of his early ideas on love which later grew and blossoaed into his

wonderful philosophy of marriage.
Before dwelling on the wedding service, Vaughan reflects on the wonder

ot marriage and the joys ot those who are faithful to its bondsl
I vow'li unvarying tai th; and she
To whoa in full I pay the voW',
Rewards me with variety
'Which men who change can never know.
At the wedding Vaughan says,
I took the woman from the hand

ot him who stood tor God, and heard
Ot Christ, and of the Churoh his Bride,
and learns
how a man must love his wife
No less than Christ did love his Churoh.
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The last Canto deals with the first tf!JW days of the honeymoon.

Several

little instances give Felix an inkling ot the wonders that are his.

His joy

stems not only from his present happiness but also from a oontemplation of
tuture joys.

Each day joins the other in a chain of bliss and felicity.

One day the two meet Frederick Graham, the vanquished lover betore mentioned,
and Felix wonders if he would be as generous in receiving then as Frederick
is, were their positions reversed.
The poem ends with an epilogue wherein Patmore praises the
mature wife tar above those of girlhood.

ch~

of the

The tinal lines are in praise ot

the wife who rejoices in praise of her child.
We have in the poem a narrative glorifying that love which ends in
marriage.

The Angel is woman.

She brings to the home a sense of divinity.

It Ii•• within her power to transform the commonplaoe into something both
practical and angelic.
sto~

In this poem Patmore frequently breaks away tran the·

not to contuse us - but to give us his philosophy at the proper points.
Gosse classifies

.!!!! Angel

as a breviary tor lovers.

He claims that it

was very superficially accepted by the majority ot Patmore's contemporaries:
The curates and the old maids who were presently to buy
the poem of Patmore as the $Weetest, satest sugar-plums
ot their sheltered intellectual lite, were themselves
responsible for the view they took of The Angel ~ ~
House. They imagined the grfm and sinister author to
be a kind of sportive lambkin, with his tail tied in
bows of blue ribband. 35

36

--

Go81., OPe cit., p. 73.
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They did not take the trouble to inquire whether a deeper meaning lay in the
poet's words.

They saw only the poem's simplicity and entirely failed to see

its oomplexity. 36
The more transoendental the philosophy. the deeper its roots must be
grounded in the field of human capacity and experience.
philosophy found in

~

Angel

.!!! ~ House

-

Because the

was to be the seed of the bloom

found in The Unknown Eros, and because we should first acclimate ourselves

-

before breathing the rare air of

.!!:!

Unknown~.

a brief review of the

philosophy of this poem of nuptial love will be helpful.
The poem was published in two parts: Betrothal appeared in 1854;

~

Espousals in 1856. As we saw it was the story of Felix Vaughan and of his
love and courtship of the Dean's daughter.
age.

It is a poem intensely of its

The ideal woman in The Angel bore a very acourate resemblance to the

ideal fictional woman of the day.
For our purposes a summary of Burdett's complete explanation of the ideas
found in

~

Angel

~ ~

House will suffice.

He first shows Patmore as

proolaiming love as an act of faith in a mystery.
beginning of all wisdom.

This act of faith was the

All loves spring from God and are destined to

return to Him and so in nuptial love we find the intimation of an immortal
union.

The Scriptures tell us that faith oan move mountains.

How muoh more

oan love do since love is the recognition of the mystery whioh faith oonfers.
Thus he sees the hope of

36

~ ••

p. 82.

matrimo~

fulfilled in a new relation (the immortal
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union) tor which it is the proper rehearsal.
uniTerse.
manners.

Love is also the key to the

It is not only the cause of civilization but the occasion ot
In order to appreoiate the tull meaning that Patmore intended the

'her' to 'him' should be interpreted as the soul to God. 37
Patmore iistinguishes vice from virtue by noting that vice is passion
in disorder while Tirtue is passion following its proper channels.
creed he again difters trom Plato.

In this

Plato regarded good and evil as two

opposite toroes while Patmore saw them as one original energy which is eTil
when disordered, and good when direoted according to its proper goal.
~

Angel

~~

House concerned itself with the position and right ot

woman. the holiness of love, and showed that through marriage one would be
initiated into a deeper oampanionship of soul.

The poem was a song of

spiritual joy and a code tor pure religion.
In an unsigned book review of Gosse's

~~

Patmore, we find the

tollowing eTaluation ot The Angell
~ Angel ~~ House was entirely mature, and
exhibits the perfeotion ot the poet's first manner.
Assuredly it does not merit the critical negleot whioh so
long kept it obscure. Misled by the amator,y and domestio
subject, critics have failed to realize the lotty seriousness ot ita aim - - which is nothing less than to Tindicate
the dignity of married love between Christ and the soul.
Patmore tollowing Pre-Raphaelite principles, re80l~ed to
relate a single story of modern domestic courtship and
marriage, shrinking trom no realism ot detail. The Sincerity
ot passion would enoble all. 38

37

Burdett.~. ~.,

38

"Review of Gosse's Life." ~ Athenaeum, I, (1905), 389-90.

pp. 26 sqq.

Too many people consider this poan an
essay~

or possibly a novel in verse.

oTer-elaborate~

sentimental

To make this philosophy ot marriage

the theme ot a modern poem was more daring and original than anyone dreamed.
Patmore, the only poet who considered wedded love worthy ot serious song,
was not without some recognition, although eTen at the height ot his
popularity he was only considered a minor poet, since tellow poets recognized
his genius.

From Tennyson to Hopkins they praised his pawer and simplicity,

his subtlety and strength ot intelleot.
tenderness attraoted these poets.

The mixture ot austerity and

Tennyson, Thompson, and Alice Maynell

were most oomplimentary} and the dispassionate oritio,
to his second reading of

~

op.nine a basket ot violets."

Hopkins~

reterred

Angel thusl "To dip into it again was like
39

All through the poem Patmore confesses himself to be the poet of a love
made a willing oaptive of the marriage ties.

He insisted that love was the

only appetite which does not die in its gratification.
The ideas oontained in the poem were brought to a close in "The Wedding
Sermon," which antioipated the dootrine of the future "Odes."
marriage again Patmore

Praising

says~

The love of marriage claims, above
All other kinds, the name of love~
and in furthering the analogy ot Christ's marriage with the Church, he says,
Christ's marriage with the Churoh is more,
MY Children, than a metaphor.

39

Gerard Manley Hopkins, Further Letters 2£ Gerard Manley Hopkins Including
His Corres~ondence with Covent~ Patmore. Ed. with notes by Claude A.
Abbott. {Londons Oxf'--orci' University Press, 1938) p. 200.
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We are shown that true love has its hame beyond the oonfines of the earth a
For all delights of earthly love
Are shadows of the heavens,
and so we must move oonstan.tly in acoord with God's Will
For 'gainst God's will much may be done
-But nought enjoyed, and pleasures none
Exist, but, like to springs of steel,
Active no longer than they fell
The checks that make them. serve the soul.
In the early Terses of the poem Patmore rejects the theory that marriage is
a ·compromise with frailty.·40
That love, which does not wear the yoke
Of legal vows, submits to be
Selt-ren'd from ruinous liberty.
In the latter verses he shows that if wedded love is regarded as a consecration

of highest human virtue, and i t those involved realize this and reverence
the marriage ties as such, then they will be ready to pursue the heights
suggested in this poem.

The philosophy of love might be rooted in the hOMe,

but its branches spread to each phase of natural and supernatural life.
To a nation bred on amorous poetry from Sappho to Keats this poem seemed
~anal and was received with mixed emotions by Patmore's contemporaries.

Burdett is very soornful of the English for their reoeption of
the House.

~---

~

Angel

~

He ridicules the gulf between public sincerity and public morals.

They failed to give this concrete, universal subject applause whereas they
~ere

more than indulgent of a Shelley or a Blake.

a modern Englishman sounds the praise of those

41

Gosse, 2.f.

~.,

p. 97.

"So strange in the ear of

B~plicities

in which he

26

professes all the beauty of religion and social order to be involved n4l that
he fails to accord it any recognition.
In

Portrait~!l

Family, we read that Coventry Patmore wrote: "I have

written only of my best.

I have respected posterity; and should there be a

posterity which cares tor letters, I dare to hope that it will respect me l "42
To that we can add, should there be a posterity which wishes a divine
philosophy formed from its own experiences. it will thank you.

41

Burdett, 2.f.. cit., p. 91.

42

D. Patmore, 2.f..

~.,

p. 1.

-

CIiAPrER

II

THE MARRIAGE OF MYSTICISM AND REALITY IN

!!!!

UNKNOWN

~

The Odes oontained in The Unknown Eros form a body of mystioal poetry
which saw itsforshadowing in

~

Angel

~ ~

has achieved reoognition of his genius.

House.

In this book Patmore

It might appear to the casual reader

that there is a great gulf between the two works, but this is an unfair
obserTation and no one will fully appreciate the message contained in the
Odes if he has not overheard its whisperings

in~

Angel.

we find hinted that root idea of his philosophy of love.

In both poems

Champne,ys agrees

with this and says that the difference in the two is "of degree not of
kind."

1

Orer ever,y page of eaoh we oan find the idea that marriage is the

"perennial repetition of the drama of Paradise. n2
In the Prologue to the Book I of ~ Angel ~ ~ House, Patmore

says of nuptial love,
I have the ver,y well head found.
Whenoe gushes the Pierian Springs.
This well, married love, is indeed the Eros which is unknown and had never
been tapped for poetic purposes before.

1 Coventry Patmore, Poems (London:
( Intro. by B. Champneys)

The value to be gained from

Geo. Bell & Sons, 1906), p. xxxv,

2 G. N. Shuster, "Patmore -- A .evaluation,"
604.
27

~

Commonweal, XXXIV, (1936).
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ve~

drinking at this new-found spring is

healthful spiritually*

Wheaton

says that the Eros was to the soul ot man what Tintern was to nature.
The musings on nuptial love begun in
higher sphere in

~

Unknown ~.

~

Angel are carried into a

In this sphere Patmore moves with great

strength and diCnity, but it is not always easy to follow him.
symbolimn ot the

~

3

In the

~stic

earth, heaven, and man maintain a continual interplay.

Throughout the poems Patmore expounds his beliet that the relation ot the
soul to Christ as His betrothed wite is the key to the manner in which we
should love, pray to, and honor God.
mode of

ca~ing

His explanation of this beliet and the

it out are the subject matter of the odes contained in The

Unknown Eros.

From the analysis of human love which for.ms the Patmorean philosophy
we can trace his religious inference.
transfigures love.

Love transfigures life, and religion

This analogy of Patmore's is supported by examples

given throughout the odes and through these examples he proves that human
leve is a revelation of the love which God has for each of His creatures.
From beginning to end the theme is one -- human love as a revelation of
the divine; the reconciliation of body and soul, in which matrimony is a type
of the union wherein the man and the woman will realize his and her complete
self' (body and soul) in God.

Every critio agrees that the Odes can be neither

apprehended nor appreciated unless the relation between human and divine love
is understood.
Alice Meynell feels that future generations will be able to understand

3

L. Wheaton, ·Psyche and the Prophet,·
355.

~

Catholic World, ClYIlI, (1923),
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and appreoiate the.mwhen she says, "To prophesy that the odes of Coventry
Patmore, shall be confessed a hundred years hence, high classic poetry, is
assuredly to promise the oritics of a hundred years hence high classic quality
in their jUdgments. Q4
These Odes, best treated as a sequal to
related to the others.

~Angel,

are each olosely

Their beauty and spirituality are unusual. Without

breaking any oontinuity in mood most of these poems oan fitly be read after
a Kempis.

Shane Leslie says, "No poet ever uttered such

of a dead wite.

poi~ant

memories

No medleTal mystic had written more intimately of the human

soul: 5
Our first reading or
poetry.

~

Unknown

The poems please the senses.

~

A

shows it to be very beautiful
glance givesno indioation of

curso~J

the greatness or the contribution or these odes to the analogy of human and
divine love.

A close analysis dispels this lack.

First, a brief analysis of the two books of

~

Unknown Eros as a

preparation for a closer observation of each of the poems.

The first book

strikes the chord which sounds the preparatory period of the soults progress.
The crescendo begins with the delights and sorrows and sacrifices necessary
to love.

The forte is reached when the soul endures successfully those trials

and sufferings that are the necessary purgation prior to its union with God.
In the seoond book Patmore ignores the symbolism which he used so
exoellently in the first book.

God and the soul now become the single melody.

4

Alice Meynell, "The Seoond Person Singular,"
(New York: Humphrey Milford, 1922), p. 95.

Second Person Singular,

5

Shane Leslie, Studies in Sublime Failures (London: Ernest Benn, Ltd. 1932
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In the following analysis of the odes on mystioallove, Father Terrenoe
Connolly's interpretation has been used as a basis for the author's interpretation unless otherwise indicated. 6
This poet mystic knew love as very few knew

01'"

after God left him unsatisfied in human love alone.

know it.

His hunger

That is why he oonceiTei

of God's relation to the soul a8 the Wooer and <at the soul's consent) a
Husband,
Who woos man's will
To wedlook with his own and does distill
To that drop's span
The attarof all rose fields of all love. 7
In the opeIling ode Patmore realizes that the song he has to sing will
more than likely fallon deaf ears, despite the universality of his doctrine.
Therefore no 'plaint be mine
Of listeners none,
No hope of render'd use or proud reward,
In hasty times and hard18
The first ode, "St. Valentine's Day," is one of the four nature odes on
the seasons of the year.
of prenuptial love.
first love.

6

In this poem the oominl: of spring is the symbol

The ode contains a beautiful desoription of the youth's

In the comparison ot spring to first love we have the tollowin,

Conventry Patmore. MYstical Poems, ed. by Fr. Connolly.

7 Patmore, MYstical Poems, "Legem Tuam Dilexi."
8

~.,

"Proem."
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quotable lines:
0, Baby Spring,
That flutter'st sudden 'neath the breast of earth
A month before the birth;
Whenoe is the peaoeful poignanoy,
The joy oontrite,
Sadder than sorrow and~eter than delight,
That burthens now the breath of everything,
Though each one sighs as if to eaoh alone
The cherish'd pang were known?
In "St. Valentine's Day" there is a feeling of divine exultation.

Frederick Page says that this ode whioh oontains the lovely parable of the
earth in February quoted above, speaks of virginity as a diffioult yet ideal
life frequently imaginea to be given up by the soul only on its awakening
to the full life of the senses. 9 This poem oontains the introduction to the
theme of Tirginity found in the odes.

In the first edition of

~e

Angel

he spoke thus of oelibacy as compared to marriage:
But Who with erring preferenoe ohoose
The sad and solitary way,
And think peouliar praise to get
In heaven, where error is not known,
They have the separate coronet
They sou,ht, but miss a worthier orown. 10
This is a far ory fran the ideas on virginity oontained in the Odes, wherein
he praised that state in true Catholic spirit.
The doctrine of the neoessity of saorifioe in love whioh is the subjeot
matter for many of the later odes, i8 foreshadowed in the following lines in

9

Fred. Page, "Coventry Patmore,"

10 Patmore,

~

Angel

~~

~

Catholio World, CV (1917), 778.

House, (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1876) p. 98
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"st. Valentine's Day":
And, 10, her lips averted fram my kiss,
Ask fram Love's bounty, ah, much more than blissl
The completion of the marriage of May anti Earth, which Patmore had
urged in "St. Valentine's Day,"
~ind

and Wave."

"go

to her summons gay," is consumated in

In this, the seoond of the symbolic nature poems, we see

the spring of first love grown mature in summer and transfigured by
sacramental grace.

Here we have the overtones of the strong theme that

Patmore invariably sang:

marriage was not a remedy against sin but a glorious

sacrament which per.mits a mediate approach to God.
·He deems that love to be futile and barren which is not directed in its
proper channels to God.
The wedded light and heat,
Winnowing the witness space,
Wi thout a let
'What are they till they beat
Against the sleepy sod, and there beget
Perchance the violet 1
Once wedded love is so directed, however, it becomes a wonderful illumination
of life:
She, as a little breeze
Following still Night,
Ripples the spirit's oold., deep seas
Into delight.
The final glory of this love is reached in the children begotten of it.
The last lines of this ode, of which Bridges said, "I never hope to write
anything as beautiful •• ,"ll speak as follows of those children:

11

D. Patmore, "Coventry Patmore and Robert Bridges: Same Letters,"
Fortnicetly Review, CLII[ (19~8), p. 196.
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And so the 'Whole
Unfathomable and immense
Triumphing tide oomes at last to reaoh
And burst in wind -- kiss'd splendours on the deaf'ning beach,
Where forms of ohildren in first innooence
Laugh and fling pebbles on the rainbow'd orest
Of its untired unrest.
In~t.

Valentine"

Day," spring is the symbol of first loye; in

~ind

and Wave." summer is the sacramental marriage eonsumated, in "Winter, tt we
find that season the symbol of saoramental love of'man and woman in the
reception of' that graoe which is the prelude to Eternal Life.

As winter hides

beneath its mantle the beauty of' the spring to oome, so death hides the
wonders and the beauties of' lif'e to come:
It is not death, but plentitude of peace;
Hath less the character of' 4ark and cold
Than warmth and light asleep,
And correspondent breathing seems to keep
With the inf'ant harYest, breathing sof't below
Its eider coverlet of snow.
Frederick Page has an entirely dif'f'erent interpretation of' this poem.
He can see, though not obviously, a parable of the celibate life, living in
a cold world by faith in an unknown f'uture.
Nor
But
The
And

12

is the field of' garden anything
duly look'd into contains serene
substance of' the things hoped for, in the Spring,
eyidence of summer not yet seen.

Page urees, however, that if in pressing any interpretation the beauty
of this piece is spoilt. then, by all means. it should be abandoned.

It is

a poem. if read in itself -- out of sequenoe -- whioh would not necessarily

12

Fred. Page. "The Unknown Eros,"

~

Catholic World, CV (1917) p. 776.

need a mystical interpretation.

In view of its place in the sequence of

Patmore's idea it would seem as though it would require 80me sort of
explanation and the one suggested by Father Connolly's notes does not mar
the individual beauty of the poem.
Continuing in his sacramental aspect of marriage. Patmore, in "Beata,"
contemplates human love directly in its double aspect.

The poem is spoilt

it given in fragmentary quotations, hence, becau8e it is so brief, it is
quoted here in its entirety.

or intinite Heaven the ray
Piercing same eyelet in our ca7ern black,
Ended their viewless track
On thee to smite
Solely, as on a diamond stabacite,
And in mid-darkness lit a rainbow's blaze,
Wherein the absolute Reason, Power, and Love,
That erst could move
Mainly in me but toil and weariness
Renounced their indistinguishable stress
Of withering white,
And did with gladdest hues my spirit caress,
Nothing of Heaven in thee showing infinite,
SaTe the delight.
In

these fifteen lines we have the revelation ot a purely spiritual

love in which he again emphasizes the power of love to transfigure life.
The idea of white retracted trom a prism and breaking into constituent
colora -- viewless to the eye until thus refracted -- is the symbol of God's
infinite attributes becoming visible when reflected for man and woman.

Again

Patmore has woman assume the noble dignity of being God's agent in showing
man the way to Heaven.
Patmore continued the theme of the delights of love in "The Day after
Tomorrow."

In this the most delicate ot poetry, we see that love's delights
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are a parable of the divine delights and that human love shall be fulfilled
in Eternity.
This poem offers some difficulties of interpretation.

Page says that it

is supposed to refer to the reunion of beloved souls in Heaven.

He believes

that it is the anticipation of a literal reunion rather than a figurative
one.

Thus the day atter tomorrow would be the day after tomorrow rather

than Eternity.

13

Connolly's interpretation that it is Eternity is more

logical in the light of the symbolism of the rest of the odes.
One day's oontrolled hope, and then one more,
And on the third our lives shall be fulfill'dJ

Or again,
One day's oontrolled hope and one again,
And then the third, and ye shall have the rein
all go to say that the perfeot oonsumation of conjugal love is in Heaven.
Continuing the idea of death in "Tristitia" Patmore oounts sloth as one
of the deadly sins.
sloth.

He believes that the death of nuptial love is due to

The idea of nuptial love dying as a result of sloth is a oontinuation

of the same philosophy set forth in

~

Angel, 'Wherein he said that man must

continue in marriage the line of conduct toward his wife that he pursued
in oourtship days.

Man shall be doomed for this spiritual sloth and laxness:

For else I should be hurl'd,
Beyond just doom
And by thy deed, to Death's interior gloom,
From the mild borders of the banishtd world
Wherein they dwell
Who builded not unalterable fate
On pride, fraud, envy, oruel lust, or hate,
Yet loved too laxly sweetness and heart's ease,
And strove the oreature more than God to please.
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Death is once more the dominant theme in "The Azalea."
a beautiful commemoration of the death of his first wife.

This poem is
In a dream within

a dream he dreams that his wife is dead and awakens to the awful reality
that she is dead' Even in this poignant utterance Patmore is aware of God's

Fr. Connolly paraphases the last line, "so sweet to myself that am so

love.
~eet

to you," to read as it does in "Dieu et ma Dame": "Sweet to herself

'Who is

80

sweet to Him ... 14

"Departure" is another of his mementos on the death of his wife, Emily,
as is "Eurydice."

In the fonner, the griet of Patmore is more human and he

seems to lack the grace he needed to bear his loss.

He is utterly amazed

at his wite's desertion of hima
But all at once to leave me at the last,
MOre at the wonder than the loss aghast,
With huddled, unintelligible phrase,
And frighten'd eye,
And go your journey ot all days
With not one kiss. or a good-bye,
And the only loveless look the look with which you pass'd:
'Twas all unlike your great and gracious ways.
In "Eurydice" we have the allegory built upon Orpheaus t search for

Eur,ydice as his own

a~less

wanderings after his first wifets death.

These

poems are so human in their character and deal so directly with the emotions
that they are within the bounds ot everyone's experience.
Patmore returned to the idea of diTine love in "The Toys."
and solicitude of the father for
Father for His children.

hi8~n

The love

is comparei to the love of God the

The poem is also one of those Which contain the

perfeot mingling of the sterness and tenderness which so characterized

14 Patmore,

stical Poems, ed. b

• 170.
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Patmore: after his son has disobeyed htm he
struck him, and dismiss'd
With hard words and unkiss'd,
His MOther, who was patient, being dead.
Then, tearing lest his grief should hinder sleep,
I visited his bed,
But found htm slumbering deep,
With darken 'd eyelids, and their lashes yet
From his late sobbing wet.
And I, with moan,
Kissing away his tears, left others of my own.
The comparison of the human father and the Divine Father comes in the
closing lines of the poem:
To God, I wept, e,nd said:
!h, When at last we lie with tranoed breath,
Not vexing Thee in death,
And Thou rememberst of what toys
We made our joys,
How weakly understood,
Thy great commandments good,
Then, fatherly not less
Than I whom Thou hast moulded fran the clay
Thou'lt leave Thy wrath, and say,
'I will be sorry for their ohildishness.'
-Tired Memory" brings Patmore baok to the death of Emily.

Father

Connolly says it is "literally a page of his spiritual biography," and in
his struggle to reconcile his seoond marriage he suffered as they suffer in
whom "intensity ot human paSSion is joined with a fierce determination to be
faithful to God."15

The pathos in these little poems is overheard rather than

spoken to be heard.

In this poem Patmore beoomes aware of the fact that he

must sanotity his sufferings:

15 Patmore, Mystioal Poems, ed. by Connolly, p. 175.
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In

ago~,

I cried:

'My lorci, if Thy strange will be this,

That I should crucify my heart,
Because ~ love has also been ~ pride,
I do submit l
We have spoken before of Patmore's final separation from Emily when
he was reoeived into the Catholic Church. We also noted how deeply he felt
this clett as expressed in "A Farewell."

This senttment is in perfect

agreement with the thesis that since co»jugal love and its union are Chiefly
spiritual, it will be effective only in a meeting of judgments and wills.
He does not give up complete hope of her salvation:
Perchance we may,
Where now this night is day,
And even through faith or still averted feet,
Making full oircle of our banishment,
Amazed meet.
A return to the supernatural was effected iri "The Two Deserts," wherein
Patmore scathingly denounced scientifio inquisitiveness at the expense of
divine faith.

He says later, in "Crest and Gulf," that man's woe is

resultant trom his rejection ot God and truth.

Life fails to hold

a~

significance tor those who fail to conform to His Will. Although God's
power is limitless to lead man when his will conforms to God's Will, He is
completely powerless to stop man's trend to evil because He decreed that man
shall have free will:
Nathless, discern'd may be,

B.Y listeners at the door of destiny,
The fly-wheel switt and still
Of God's iDOessant will,
Mighty to keep in bound, tho' powerless to quell,
The amorous and vehement drift of man's herd to hell.
We finally return to the central theme, that of the relationship
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between man's soul and God. in "Let Be." This and the succeeding odes in
Book I deal with the awful purification which is the necessary prelude to
supernatural contemplation.

In

one of his essays Patmore insists that there

is no outward difference between the common man and the known saint.

One

can call to mind the Good Thief in the line. "and grace will sometnnes lurk
where who could guess?"
He further develops

this idea and goes on to say that the only measure

of the power of the soul for God is the strength of its passions:
And that Which you and I
Call his besetting sin
Is but the fume of his peculiar fire.
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
He fiercer fighting in his worst defeat.
Than I or you.
That only courteous greet
Where he does hotly woo.
Did ever fight. in our best victory.
He finishes this piece of wisdom by being grateful that God knows everyone
for what he really ia.
The natural question which arises from this philosophy is the question
of the

~stery

of divine graoe and the explanation of the degrees of

perfection in the souls of man.

Patmore retains a balanced view on the

matter and says over and over again that God gives to each sufficient grace
and he will not give up hope regardless of how many times he talls.
Should Heaven withdraw, and Satan me immerse
Ot power and joy. still would I seek
Another victory with a like reverse.
This alternation between viotory and deteat marks the soul's passage on
earth.

Yet if our victories are the result of tear, they will be negated.
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Love must be the motivation of spiritual achievement.

With love in the back-

ground repentance will carry spiritual delights:
Yet what returns of love did I endure,
When to be pardon'd see.m'd a~ost more sweet
Than age to have been pure.
Defeats can be accepted with Christian resignation for God's love
will always pursue the penitent.

The impenitent is the object of His

pursuit also: "Come back, poor Child; be all as 'twas before."

If we make

the slightest gains in the battle we will receive the reward of our love
for God, despite the number of setbacks that we receive.
After travelling the road of purgation the soul is perfected so that it
is ready for union with God and because it never lost complete hope, in spite
of its defeats; it is ready for that mystical attainment.

All our hopes and

prayers will be fulfilled a hundredfold in that direct union with God:
• • • 10 I caught
(Oh, quite unlike and quite beyond my thought,)
Not the quick, shining harvest of the Sea,
For food, my wish
But Theel
While the odes in Book I have been loud in their praise of virginity.
they have been chiefly concerned with the divine institution of marriage
and its foreshadowing of a permanent union with Christ.

"To the Unknown Eros"

serves as a transition from Book I to Book II and it is also an introduction
to the actual union of God with the soul.

Many of the odes in Book I are

on this theme but not on its application.

This opening ode in Book II begins

with the stirrings of divine love in the soul, which, at first, it does not
understand:
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What this breeze
Of sudden wings
Speeding at far returns of time
To fan my ver.y face,
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
And Why this palpitating heart,
This meaningless desire?

fr~

interstellar space

• • • • • • • • • • •

Rapture stirs the soul when it hears the whisper of the Unknown Eros.
This rapture of the sense
Whioh by the whisper bid
becomes a prophetic sign of the divine love to come Reveres with obscure rite and sacramental sign
A bond I know not of nor dimly can divine.
Even in this early stage of the romance, the soul recognizes the need
for sacrifice if love is to flourish.

Sacrifice will receive its crown

union of the soul with God -- if it is joyfully given.

The sacrifices

needed in human love are poor parables of those required for the completion
of divine love.

In this divine romance, however, there is a paradox; only

those who are willing to relinquish its comforts will ever taste its full JOYI
There lies the crown
Which all thy longing cures.
Refuse it, mortal, that it may be yours,

. . ... '. . . . . . . . ... . . ....

And such may no man, but by shunning hold.
At the end of our renunciation we see God standing as the Eros ready to fill
the longing of the soul.
"The Contractff is an application of the principle that sacrifice is the
necessar.y requisite of divine love.

Of this poem Burdett saysl

4
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the lover~ is used symbolioally for natural man whom God, that
is Love. oonverts into divine manhood. since the dogma of the
Inoarnation contains not only an historic statement. but a myste~
repeated in and personally to be experienoed by every human being. lS

Ad~~

After man's tall in Adam his eyes were blinded to the sun of God's
love and beoome
Ye fiery throes. and upturn'd eyeballs blind
Of sick-nt-heart mankind.
Despite this rejeotion God pursued His lady. the soul, and so man was redeemed
by the voluntary saorifioe of the Incarnation.

This miracle was aooomplished

when,

• • • A heaven caresstdand happier Eve
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • her fruit forth bring;
No numb, chill-hearted, shaken-witted thing,
Plaining his little span,
But of proud virgin joy and appropriate birth,
The song of God and Man.
God made the initial saorifioe in the Inoarnation.
travel the road to achieTe a union with God.

Now the soul must

The indispensible guide in

this journey is the "Arbor Vitae," the Catholic Churoh.

Once that union has

been accomplished through the interior means ot saorifice and through the
exterior guidance of the Catholio Churoh, that Church will be the infallible
nonn in judging the authentioity of man's intercourse with God.
Catholic Church stands as it has stood always
A single tree.
Thunder has done its worst among the twigs,
but it has not been harmed and those that will find its dootrines

IS

Burdett,.2f.

~.,

p. 138.

Thus the
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Rich, through rejected by the forest-pigs,
Its fruits, beneath Whose rough conoeling rind
They that will break it will find
Heart-succouring savour of each several meat,
And kernell'd drink of brain-renewing power.
The next ode, "Sponsa Dei," was probably suggested to Patmore by the
beautiful "Cantiole of Canticles" of St. Bernard.

This poem abandons the

parable and speaks of the direct relationship between God and man.
subject matter is bold.

The

It is an interpretation of the love between the

soul and God by an analogy of the love between a woman and man as husband
and wife.

It was a "transcendental treatise on Divine desire seen through

the veil of human desire."17
both body and soul.

The poet insists that this relationship includes

Here we have the essence of the theme; the heart of the

matter.
The joys, gladness, expectations, consolations of human love fall to
nought in the glorious realization of the divine:
What if this Lady by thy Soul, and He
Who claims to enjoy her sacred beauty be
Not ihou, but God.
The compressed joy and exultation Which would occasion the reading of these
lines are curtailed when we read the stern reminder that purity in love is
essential and dare not be forfeited.
however, that it cannot be lost.
forfeited:

17

D. Patmore,

~. ~.,

p. 213.

The soul has the consolation of knowing,

This purity would have to be deliberately
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A reflex heat
Flash'd on thy cheek from His immense desire,
Which waits to crown, beyond the brain's conceit,
They nameless, secret, hopeless, longing sweet,
Not by-and.by, but no'W,
Unless deny Him thou.
The above lines contain the explanation of the sigh which runs through
all human love, and "it is the reason why love promises more than it performs"
because "its home is not here. nl8
The felicity felt in this poem is not a mood which frequently lends
itself to description.

But here the poet. in order to make it so intensely

interesting, has had to have an eye "for the smoothest ripples on the lake"
and must

~onder

at every several color reflected by shadows in its depths"

which most of us 'Would ignore. 19
Burdett, in summarizing what Patmore writes in "The Precursor," shows
that this poem is the poetic treatment of 'What that was in prose.

In it

Patmore says that what is commonly taken as the end of passion is no more
than its accident.

The love 'Which exists between God and the soul is the

highest perfection of the love between bridegroom and bride.

But the only

way which we can understand supernatural truths is by the mediation and
contemplation of their types in nature.

20

This ode is magnificent in its Simplicity.
the simplicity of it.

18

Burdet.t,~ •

.:.!!:.."

If only we could realize

How wonderful life would be if we each recognized our

p. 131.
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posi tion as the Bride of Christ 1
Love. as we have seen in the earlier poems, in order to be a positive
value which would bring delight and peace, had to be banded by the vaws of
marriage, freely and joyously taken.
"Legem Tuam Dilexi."

This idea of law is carried into

In this poem we have a development of the spiritual

delights which are the result of our joyous and free observance of the
restraints of God's law.
Infinity, which terrified Patmore, became more tolerable to him when he
considered God's nature becoming finite in the human heart and soul where He
lives in His love and grace.
Haw full of bonds and simpleness
Is God
How narrow is He,
And how the wide, waste field of possibility
Is only trod
Straight to His homestead in the human heart.
God, infinite, loves man, finite, and so man is
Darling of
Round him.
To wedlock
To wedlock

God, Whose thoughts but live and move
Who woos his will
with His will
with His own.

Thus we can see that the relationship of God to man is most tender •. Man is
mean until he is given life by God' s ..great interest in him.

His love is so

great that He is satisfied with nothing less than a mystical marriage in
which He pours out the choicest gweetness of His love.
"To the Body" contains the root idea of all human love.

The doctrine

that the body is the temple of the Holy Ghost meant much to Patmore.

But

Patmore goes even further when he says that such a body became the actual
dwelling place of God when the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity became
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Man.

The true significance of the body is ultimately derived fran the fact

of the Incarnation in which a human body gave form, as it were, to God
Himself and was thus made holy beyond all our powers of imagination.

Follaw~

this statement the body becomes "Creation's and Creator's crowning good".
It is the infinite attributes of God made visible to man.
This sanctified dwelling place of God may have many pleasures which are
not sinful because it is the
Little sequester's pleasure-house
For God and for His Spouse.
The body thus oonoeived becomes
So rich with wealth conoeal'd
That Heaven and Hell fight chiefly for this field.
In line with the teachings of many saints, he goes to say that man must die
beoause of original sin but the soul of the elect will not be oompletely
satisfied until it is rejoined with that body which helped it to achieve its
position.

The soul$ then, "into its old abode aye pants to go."

He returns to the idea of the legitimate pleasures of the body in the
closing lines of the poem when he imagines the bliss of those who have
retained their baptismal innocence, since he, a sinner, has known such joy
in these pleasures.
0, if the pleasures I have known in thee
But ~ poor faith's poor first·fruits be,
What quintessential, keen, ethereal bliss
Then shall be his
Who has thy birth-time's oonseorating dew
For death's sweet ohrism retain'd,
Quick, tender virginal and unprofaned.
The praise of virginity sounded tentatively in one of the earlier odes,
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is given full ohord in "Deliciae Sapientiae de Amore."

The growth of this

idea through the poetry 1s an exoellent example of his growth in the
Catholic Faith.
After an invocation for the graoe to sing worthily of the delights of
love Patmore warns of those who are not worthy to hear his song - those who
have never experienced pure love, or those who have purposely forgotten it.
Early in the poem he cautions of a love based only on a physical
attraction without the spiritual element.

Suoh a love is insensible and

doomed to death:
The magnet oalls the steel:
Anwwers the iron to the magnate breath;
'What do they feel but death 1
Such a love when not divine becomes something less than human, and it will
know no permanence:

The olouds of summer kiss in flame and rain,
And are not found again.
He continues to say that when a man falls in love with a partioular human
being and thus ceases to be in love with love ilmnortal, he must then wear
the orown of mortal love which has many limitation.
All love when directed to its source will be completely satisfied in
the marriage between Christ and the soul: "The dainty and unsating Marriage
Feast."
Continuing on with thought of those who have remained in love with love
Umnortal, he compares the rights of Religious with those of Our Blessed Lady.
These prerogatives

r
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Heard first below
Within the little house
At Nazareth;
Heard yet in ma~ a cell where brides of Christ
Lie Hid.
The following passage describes one such who has grown old in the service of
Gada

And where, although
By the hour 'tis night,
There t slight,
The Day still lingering in the lap of snow.
The need of virginity, and in the ease of those who have "the lily
sacrificed," - the virginity of thought - is developed toward the end of the
poem.

Then Patmore again returns to his thesis - human love as the precursor

of divine love.

He does this and does not detract from the glory of those

who have chosen the better part.

This human love, he believes, will heighten

the soul's enjoyment of the Beatific Vision.

God is our End whether our

approaoh be mediate (through human marriage) or direct (through the religious
life):
Of generous love, how ngmed soeter affect
Nothing but God,
Or mediate or direct,
Nothing but God,
The husband of the Heavens.
The saorifioes attendant on love, are brought under the spotlight in
"Auras of Delight."

Onoe again he deories human love whioh overlooks the

spiritual and uses only the physical attraction.
his dignity as the chosen spouse of God.
material results only in unrest.

Man should never forget

A physical attraction that is basely

His symbol of the frightful nuptials of a

serpent and a dove as the union of such a perverted love is awful enough to
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quotes
See, oft, a dove
Tangled in frightful nuptials with a snake;
The tortured know,
Now, like a kite scant-weighted, flung bewitch'd
Sunwards, now pitch'd
.
Tail over head, down, but with no taste got
Eternally
Of rest in either rain or in the s~,
But bird and vermin each incessant strives,
With vain dilaceration of both lives,
'Gainst its abhorred bond insoluble,
Coveting fieroer any separate hell
Than the most weary soul in Purgatory
On God's sweet breast to lie.
Even in his darkest moments, Patmore is never without hope.

God is

Love and love is forgiving and meroiful so the repentent sinner can remain
in Love's lights
.And Him I thank, who can make 11ve again,
The dust, but not the joy we once profane.
The climax of Patmore's message is reached in the Psyche Odes.
we find the dogma, God is Love, particularized.

In them

Father Connolly feels that

these odes should only be read by those who can digest the thought found in
the earlier poems.

These poems will be appreoiated by those who have made the

flesh subject to the will.

Page says that there is nothing to be found in

the Psyche poems that cannot be found in the saints "exoept only Patmore's
levity. "21
These poems are too poignant to relate anything but personal spiritual
experiences, so we can say truly that these poems are the real love story

21

Fred. Page, ! Study ~ Poet~, (London: Oxford University Press, Humphrey
Milford, 1933) p. 126.
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of God and the human soul.

Patmore worked in the Greek

~s

to support

his oontention that the suggestion of the Incarnation is most beautifully
related in the stories of Bacohus and Perisphone.
evidenoe is noted in his choioe of Eros and Psyohe.

His appeal to pre-Christian
The Greek myths seem to

show more olearly that the soul was God's bride-elect.

There it was confessed

sbnply, whereas in the saints it was confessed more obscurely.22
In these poems we have the flower of human love whioh blossomed from the
rod of virginity whioh

spr~ng

love in man's physioal nature.
of God and the human soul.
human lover

ha~

from the consideration of the root of divine
Patmore treats of the course of the oourtship

He shows haw God plays the part for which the

rehearsed.

The three poems describe the nature and consequence of the divine union
between God and the soul.

"Eros and Psyche" treats of this marriage as an

aotual experience; "De Nature Deorum" shows the bride seeking to knaw the
nature of the Bridegroom and of the bond which unites them; "Psyohe's
Disoontent" expressed the bride's realization that pain and suffering and a
will in perfect oonformity with the will of God are the essence of the
Christian ideal of love.
In "Eros and Psyohe" Patmore shows the soul will become united with God

the moment she submits to His Will. We will not accomplish our desire of
embraoing God if we seek

~patiently

after Him as Psyche

Long did muse what servioe and what oharms
Might lure thee, blissful Bird, into mine arms.

22

Burdett,~. ~.,

p. 137.
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Such nets' do not catoh God but rather should we gain Him by a deliberate
act of the will by which we can prepare ourself for His Grace and then
accomplish our end by deliberately assenting to His Grace:
Tonight I would do nothing but lie still,
And promise, wert thou once within my window-sill,
Thine unknown will.
God, not we, does the pursuinga
Wanton, it was not you,
But I that did so passionately sue.
Once we have actively participated in the receiving of God.'s grace in our
souls we cry with Psyche:
Kiss me again, and clasp me round the heart,
Till fill'd with thee am I
As the cocoon is with the butterfly.
After we have received God as our Lover, how often have we been filled
with misgivings because it does not seam possible that our joy should be so
great:
How know I that my Love is what he seems 1
Give me a sign
That, in the pitchy night,
Comes to my pillow an immortal Spouse,
And not a fiend.
Our love will not leave us in doubt for long and then our joy increases even
more to know that He lives in us,
I own

A life not mine within my golden zone.
~

Then we have misgivings again. We find it difficult to believe that God
has been so kind to usa
But, Oh,
Can I endure
This flame yet live for what thou lov'st me pure?

r
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Inequality seems to be the necessary quality in his Great Romance as is
essential to all love:
Much marvel I
That thou, the greatest of the Powers above,
Me visitest with such exceeding love.
God knows that we oan grow saintly with the aid of His graoe, for
Some powe~, by all but him unguesstd,
Of grow~ng king-like were she king-oaress'd.
Even then in our knowledge of our sins our wonder can't be stilled:
What is this reed
Through Which the King thought love-tunes to have blown,
Should shriek, "Indeed,
I am too base to trill so blest a tone I "
But our Bridegroom has seen perfection in us to it is not ours to despair:
I'll not call ill What, since 'tis thine, is good
Nor best what is but second best or third.
Knowledge of our unworthiness cannot be pushed completely into the background
and we cry for pain that we may enjoy the bliss:
Bitter be thy behests I
Lie like a bunch of myrrh between my aching breasts.
Some greatly painful penance would I brave.
Thus we become God's canpletely and give ourselves to Him to do with us what
He will: "Thy love has conquer'd me; do with me as thou wilt."

Because we

have reached such heights of spiritual delight our spiritual desolation will
be terrible:
Thou leav'st me now, like to the moon at dawn,
A little, vacuous world alone in air.
but,
When dark comes back my dark shall be withdrawn I
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We can also draw consolation from the fact that God's ways are different
with every individual:
'Tis all to know there's not in air or land
Another for thy Darling quite like me.
Our joy must be tempered for the multitude would not understand.

We are

warned:
Bitter, gweet, few and veil'd let be
Your songs of me.
Preserving bitter, very ~eet.
F~, that so all may be disoreet,
And vei1'd, that, seeing none may see.
Frequently throughout "Eros and Psyohe" Patmore struck the discordant
note of the soul's fear that she might lose her love.

"De Natura Deorum"

banishes that fear by revealing the nature of God and the supernatural life
of grace.

If God is to depart from the soul, He does so only because He has

been deliberately rejected.

The soul can also be assured that God can love

deeply where He has forgiven much.
When the soul contemplates loss of that olose union with God she fears
What she may do,
I'm foolish, weak. and small,
And fear to fall,
If long he stay away.
But although He seems to depart He has not really done so - only a perverse
and deliberate aot of the will can send Him away:
He did but feign to go;
And never more
Shall cross thy windaw-sil1,
Or pass beyond the door,
Save by thy will.
And again we are told that we do not need to fear our past infidelity if it is
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past and if we are sorry:
Love is not love which does not ~eeter live
For having something dreadful to forgive.
The soul (since it is always conceived as the feminine) with all its feminine
frailties was sought after by God:
A woman is a little thing.
And in things little lies her comliness.
So we must cherish that which God loves in us, "and I with all He loves in
love must be," beoause
The immortals, Psyche, molded men from sods
That Maids from them might learn the ways of God.
We must always be reverent and respeotful of this love:
Respectful to the Gods and meek,
Acoording to one's lights, I grant
'Twere well to be.
The aspect of God's love is even more overwhelming when the soul learns
the nature of God.

Realizing her unworthiness, however, the soul pleads to

suffer and labor so that she can prove her love for God.
The third of these odes is an expression of the soul's realizatlon that
pain, suffering, and labor are necessary to the fulfillments of God's love.
In "Psyche'S Disoontent" God bids the soul to "accept the sweet and say its
sacrifioe."

Yet, the soul still prays for a separation from this over-

whelming love.

Such a prayer may be very dangerous and we are warned:
Be prudent in thy prayer I
A God is bond to her who is wholly his,
And, should she ask amiss,
He may not her beseeched harm deny I

~e

soul has grown quite strong in the love of God and desires an opportunity
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to show her fidelity:
Leave me awhile, that I may show thee clear
How Goddess-like thy love has lifted me.
But again she is told, "Acoept the sweet and say 'tis saorifioe," for in love
lies our sanctifioation.
In these "Psyohe Odes" we have human love shown as an element of divine
affection.

This is so si.1Jlple that it is apt to be misunderstood.

From the

poems we can also glean the Patmorean idea that the soul is to God as man is
to woman and thus man received God's refl~ction from woman. 23
We see. too, that earthly love was a realization in itself as well as an
antioipation of divine love.

Wedded love could be oompared to two flames

kindling eaoh other and when they are united they soar to that height which
is Eternal Love.
The subli.1Jlity of these excellent odes brought forth a hesitating critioism
from Gerard Manly Hopkins.

Asked for his opinion. Hopkins wrote to Patmore

"that these poems belong to suoh new atmosphere that I feel it as dangerous
to oritioise them almost as the Canticles. u24
Patmore has, in these odes, oonveyed the intimacy between God and the
soul in very sharp figures.

He never lapses into haziness.

Despite their

brilliance, however, the poems are never bizzarre.
The beauty of woman as the soul and the Bride of Christ reaohes its
perfeotion in Our Blessed Lady.

23

Toland,~. ~.,

24

Hopkins,~. ~.,

"The Child's Purchase" is a h,mn of praise

p. 11.
Letter LXXXVII, p. 199.
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to her in "whom are reconciled in their perfection conjugal love, maternity,
virginity, and the love of God. n25

This glorious poem is a fitting finale

to the poet's aria.
Patmore was exultant when speaking of this poem.

Re felt that the

Blessed Virgin's marriage was wholly unworked poetically and this should not
be so because hers is the marriage of which every other marriage if the
symbol and the human oounterpart.
great subject.

He felt that this ode was a poem on THE

It is an absolutely perfeot subject for poetry.

Wheaton says that this beautiful poem to Our Lady contains many passages
which rival Dante's Vergine Madre.

Certainly we do find Patmore rising to

heights undreamed of in this exquisite ode.
Father Connolly summarizes the first thirty-five lines of the poem
briefly.

A mother gives her child a coin which he may spend on any trifle

that delights him.

Grown weary after many fruitless hours of search the

ohild returns to his mother and returns the ooin to her in exchange for a
kiss.

This parable is explained in that the poet, to Whom Mary has given

the gift of poetry, spends time unavailingly on themes of human love.

Weary,

he now returns to his Mother the gifts to her, asking only her love in
26
exohange.
The Inoarnation, God's love-gift supreme, was achieved only through Mary's
"Behold the handmaid of the Lord."

25

Patnore, MYstioal Poems, p. 286.

26

~.,

pp. 287-88.
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Thou speaker of all wisdom in a Word
Thy Lord 1
Her previous and subsequent silences, however, are beautifully desoribed in
the phrase, "voiceless blue."

Before and after the Magnificat she held her

peaoe but spoke her will When it was neoessary: so that
The Head for Which thy Beauty doff'd its rays,
To thee, in His exceeding glad desoending meant,
And Man's new days
Made of His deed the adorning accident!
Because Our lady consented to carry God within her virginal womb, by right
of her divine maternity she was raised above the angels:
Lady, yea, The Lady of my Lord,
Who didst the first descry
The burning secret of virginity
We know with what reward 1
My

Mary is even more than a creature just above the angels: she is all to
everyone.

A
Rainbow oomplex
In bright distinction of all beams of sex,
Shining for aye
In the simultaneous sky,
To One, thy Husband, Father, Son and Brother,
Spouse blissful, Daughter, Sister, milk-sweet Mother.

She is the perfected woman in whom all womanhood has been glorified:
The extreme of God's Creative energy;
Sunshing Peak of human personality;
The world's sad aspiration" one Suooess;
Bright Blush that sav'st our shame from shamefulness.
Those who approach the throne of God directly without first approaching
Mary are soorned by the poet:
Unguesstd by the unwash'd boor that hails Him to His faoe,
Spurning the safe, ingratiant courtesy
Of suing Him by thee.
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These people will be hapless beoause she is "Our only Saviour
Christ."
o~

~rom

an abstraot

As the star led the Magi to the stable in Bethlehem, Mary, the star

stars, will lead mankind to God:
Peaoe beooming star, by whioh shall oome entioed,
Though nought thereo~ as yet they weat,
Unto thy Babe's small ~eet,
The mi~hty. wandering disemparidised,
Like Luoifer, beoause to thee
They will not bend the knee.
In a

beauti~ul

image, the Virgin is imagined as possessed with God the
This piece

o~

imagery

tells us that bliss and pain oan no more be severed than members

o~

the

Father, at the same time

oruci~ied

with God the Son.

Trinity oan be dimnambered: 27
And His sweet--fear~ul bed,
Rock'd by an earthquake, ourtain'd with eolipse
Thou shar1d'st the rapture o~ the sharp spear's head.
In such a position Mary is the Mediatrix

o~

all grace; therefore she is

Queen wife
Sitt'st at the right hand of the Lord of life
Who, of all bounty, craves for only fee
The glory of hearing it besought with smiles from thee'
So this poet who sang so gloriously of woman, finally sang of the beauty
that was to be

~ound

in Mary alone.

He aptly ends this ode by telling her

so, for in her was fulfilled God's intention for every soul:
Mother, who lead'st me still by unknown ways,
Giving the gi~ts I know not how to ask,
Bless thou the work
Which, done, redeems my many wasted days,
Makes white the murk,
And orowns the ~ew whioh thou wilt not dispraise,
When my clear songs o~ Lady's graces rang,

27

Bregy,~.

oit., p. 158.
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And little guess'd I "twas of thee I sang'
Vainly, till now, my pray'rs would thee oompel
To fire my verse with thy shy fame, too long
ShUlUling world-blazon of well-pondertd song:
But doubtful smiles, at last, 'mid denials lurk;
For whioh I spell,
'Humility and greatness graoe the task
"Whioh he who does it deems impossible 1 '
Looking baok over the material of the Odes we can see that Patmore's
ooherenoe was always undisturbed.
et ma Dame."

In his own phrase his message was "Dieu

It is important to keep the two in their proper sequence as

Patmore always did.

God is always firs.t and nature, woman. man oontinually

are interlaced.
The Unknown Eros has shown that love and religion are his two masters.
These two were not only the spirit behind his work but the very motivation
of his life.

Gosse says that if we are to trace his work as the biography

of his earthly journey, we can negleot the evidence and contribution of
neither.

28

From ~ Angel in the House to The Unknown Eros Patmore has aimed at

nothing less than an exposition of the divine mystery of wedlock.

In marriage

the ideal of nuptial love is described with "the purity of a saint and the
passion of a flaming lover."29

The essential subject of his poetry, then,

was the soul and whatever was necessary to it.

After mastering the flight

at the lower levels, his soaring into the higher regions of divine love
beoomes oertain and unwavering.

And while in the ether he does not torget the

ground: the moral note is seldom absent from these odes.

~.,

28

Gosse,.£f..

29

Ibid., p. 73.

p. 19.

Patmore continually

r
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speaks of preparation, delay, warning, retioenoe, -- all the necessary
elements if we are to follow his flight into the arms of God.

CHAPTER

III

THE AFTERMATH
The first taste of the philosophy found in

~

Unknown

many questions to mind: Where did Patmore get his ideas?
they?

~

brings

How valuable are

Are they practical? Will the.y apply to every phase of life?

How

have they appealed to the critics?
There is no denying that Patmore was a mystic if we use Maynard's
definition of a mystic as one for whom no mysteries

exist~

because Patmore

seamed to penetrate these mysteries and lay hold on reality.l

His background

in mystical reading appears to have been sufficient to treat these subjects
mystically.
saints.

For hours each day he studied the early fathers and the mystical

From them his imagination grasped the idea of Christ as the Bride-

groom of the soul.
love.

For him the perfect symbol of this union was conjugal

The relationship between these two unions filled

h~

with ecstasy.

He

had the melody; he needed only the lyrics.
Wheaton says his doctrine is an amplification of Dante's "la a sua
voluntade e nostra pace."

But Dante stopped at peace.

Patmore goes farther:

he shows the joy and fruition which accompany the surrender of the soul to
2
God in spritua1 marriage.
Two

centurie~

before Patmore began writing, another poet, Crashaw,

1 Maynard,

OPe ~.,

2 'Wheaton,

Ope

p. 273.

cit., p. 355.
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:1

had been filled with the magnifioence of the Incarnation. To him the Incarna.
3
tion was the central fact in the world's history. Not that Christ had died
for our sins to satisfy God's justice but that God should stoop His glory
to the meaness of earth by becoming Man.

That God should have such passion

for the soul of His creature startled him.
This doctrine affected Patmore in much the

sa~e

way.

His heart# too#

was particularly open to the beauty and the truth of the Word made Flesh.
Bregy quotes him as saying that this dootrine was "the only reality worth
seriously caring for'" 4
greatest poets.

This reality was beyond the imagination of the

That God should use the channels of creation to beget Hinself

upon the glorious Virgin 1
Through the realization of this doctrine God became credible and knowable
In this way Patmore was like a mystic.

There certainly can be no doubt that

he was intluenced by many of the foremost mystics of the Catholic Church.
A glance at St. John of the Cross' "The Obscure Night of the Soul" will

show that there are many parallels between the philosophy of the two:
Upon my flowery breast
Wholly for Him, and save Himself for none#
There did I give sweet rest
To my beloved one;
The fanning of the cedars breathed theron.
When the first moving air
Blew from the tower and waved His locks aside#
His hand# with gentle care#
Did wound me in the side#
And in my body all my senses died.

\

3

Helen C. Yfuite, The Metaphysical Poets, (New York: Macmillan & Co., 1936)
pp. 233-35.
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All things I then forgot.
My cheek on Him Who for my coming came;
All ceased and I was not. Leaving my cares and shame
Among the lilies and forgetting them.
~any

of the prose essays, as well as his poetry. are touched with the beautiful

~ire

found in the writings of the saints.

~ime

in meditation upon their lives and works.

~t.

It is very evident that he spent
More daring than St. John,

Teresa, or Crashaw, Patmore also took for his theme the spiritual beauty

of the body which Christ had redeemed from degradatiorle
The reality of the supernatural had affected Patmore even in his early
Protestant days.

The root was there and Patmore's conversion to the Catholic

Church brought rain to the root so that it blossomed into the beautH'ul flO'V'Ter
of Catholic mysticism.

The distance that separates

.!!:!. Angel

from the Odes

exemplifies his growth under the light of the truth that he found in the
Catholic Church.

Once he embraced this religion it became more than just a

h.obby, and, like all mystics, he has a .terrible awareness of sin.
Frederick Page says that Patmore is a Catholic in a greater sense of the
~ord

than most of his critics give him credit for.

He says that he is not

pnly a Thomist but also a Franciscan both literally and spiritually.5
~ysticisN

~

This

which resulted from his entry into the Church of Rome was more than

mere sentimental experience.

It is a1so philosophical -- a "truth-seeing

pontemp1ation.,,6

~

Fred. Page, "Coventry Patmore --Polr:.ts of View." ~ Catholic World,
CXIII (1921) p. 380.

6 Arthur Symons. Dramatis Personae. (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merri1,1923) p. 194.
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The passages of the mystical poems often explain themselves.

The longing

of the soul for God is shown to be partially satisfied and further encouraged
by the symbol of human marriage.
In Religio Poetae Patmore gives the eighteen steps necessary in the

analogy betvleen human and divine love.

The last step consists in the

indissolubility of the union of the two lovers when it reaches the perfect
stage. 7

In Patmorean mysticism the soul sees and finds in all creatures, God.

In loving these creatures he loves the God behind them.
To those for whom marriage is nothing but

8.

temporary expedient the

philosophy found in the Odes on nuptial love will be nothing more than
sentimental drivel.

They will find this philosophy as effective as a moth

beating its wings against a flame.

But for those who see in this sacrament

a wealth of graces, a means to God, to those, then, the message of Patmore
carries enormous significance when he translates human love into purely
spiritual regions.
To those for whom the flesh is an utter anathema - the chief foe of the
spiritual - there will be a feeling of repulsion when this poet-myst1_c sings
of "creations and creator's crowning good."

These people will be nervous

at an explication of his poetry end very suspicious of him.
Doubtless there will be few who possess the religious purity and the
poetic spirit which ere necessary to a full understanding of these Odes.
shofAld certainly not be the case.

Too many people are driven from God because

He seems inapprehensible, but here in Patmore's poetry we have God brought

7

This

Patmore, Ra1igio Poetae, (London: Geo. Bell & Sons, 1917) pp. 159-75.
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within the experience of every human being.

He shows us that God is not only

within our reach but within our anbrace.
By showing that what a lover sees in his beloved is only the projected

shadow of his potential beaut,y in the eyes of God# Patmore raises the body
to its true dignity as the temple of the Holy Ghost.

Those who were able to

scale the heights with Patmore are frequently alienated from him beoause of
the intimaoy with whioh he presses home this analogy of human and divine love. E
Hia real contribution to Western Literature lies in this fact: he places,
properly, the emphasiS on the divine nature of human love.

He mapped every

meandering channel of its outward graoe and its inward grace. 9
Patmore fBi led to be able to visualize any
by Church and state.

This outlook on marriage as a

his days outside the Church.
his face was pointed.

~

Angel

fl~ed

sacra~ent

can be found in

House showed in which direc"l;ion

his imagination.

but a love in which all love centers.
In!!!! Angel

.!:!. ~

until it was legalized

The beauty of the love that existed in this

state was the idea which

poetry.

10',1"13

2:!:. ~ House

sacra.~ental

Not a mere caprice

orf~~cy

This love he felt exalted all his

it sanctified hunan love .. in The Unknown

Eros it glorified divine loye.
Patmore considered himself to be ahnost supernaturally commanded to devotE
himself to the praise of wo~anhood and nuptial love. IO

He conceived of a

8 Patmore, Poams, intro. by Chrunpneys, p. xxxiii.
9
LO

Burdett,~. ~.,

p. 11.

Frederick Greenwood, "Coventry Patmore," Blackwoods Magazine, CLXXXVII
(19Q5) p. 815.
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passion that was so purely innocent and so entirely spiritual that it could.
only find its full expansion in the bonds of matrL.'1lony.

Beoause of these

bonds the limitations placed on marriage made it capable of delights and
discoveries more wonderful tha.n the adventures of a Don Juan.

The bond of

marriage is the very crown of love.
Through each line of his poetry, however, we must see the .ymbolimn
which he intends.

Under the actual picture beneath our eyes is the picture

of that other marriage - the marriage of the soul.

In human marriage l the

purely innocent passion is so exalted that so long as each of the partners
continues in its purely

sacr~~ental

aspect, it will ever burn brightly.

For this reason Patmore was hailed as the poet of nuptial lova l the
singer of marital bliss..

According to his creed, this marital

happiness~

as

we have saenl goes farther and the love which exists between husband and wife
is the earthly expression of God's love for the soul.

This phase of life is

so important that all others may be said to depend upon it.
Here we have the poet of Man and Woman; not, like Browning, of "Men and
Women."

Chesterton speaks of Patmore as the Catholic Browning.

l1

His Catholi

and catholic qualities raised him out of the Victorian era. and made

hL~

a poet

for all ages; his solution is the Catholic soluti,:>n in every sense of tho word
Patmore emphasizes that the essence of marriage as a

11

Gilbert Chesterton, The Victodan Age

& Co., 1913) P6 201.

2:E.

sacr~'1lent

lies in

Li terat'-lre, (neil{ York: Henry Holt

r
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the b~b~othal of the m.a.n and the woman as soon as they confess "e. full and
mutual complaoency of intellect, will, affection, and sense, with the promise
of an inviolable falth."12
There is an aspiring boldness in Patmore's attitude in wh.ich he sees
ma.rried love as the highest expression of perfect felicity.

The bond of

marriage is the very crown of the whole theme of love.
In his canons on marria.ge Patmore continually exalts woman as the
unconscious revelation of spiritual truths to man.
thesis tha'l:;
Reality.

sr~e

Her glory rests on the

is the means whereby man may obtain his full perceptiOl'l of'

She is the prophecy of same good beyond herself.

The beauty and

virtue which men admire in women is that beauty and virtue which he must
induce in hitl1se1f - that his soul will induce 5.n itself that it might
correspond to God!s love. 13
In his attitude toward woman he was in complete a.ntagonism with his times.
}ten, :l.n the order of beinG, wa.s ebo1re woman, - OIl this he would brook no
argument.

Thus the soul represents the feminine in the spi.ritual Hfe and

woman surrenders herself completely to man in the natural sphere.
possible that the writing:. of the
contempt for women.
severity

12

13
14

Wt'l.s

Fc.thers gave him this seemir:g nmw.Gtic

For in thj c sense Patmore was a born tyrant, "but his

really not at variance with his doctrine.,,14

Crawford,.£!:.
Studi~R,

""

e~rly

It is very

~.,

Woman should be

p. 307.

p. 129.

Percy Lubbock, "Co'llentl'Y Patmore .. "

.!2.:.

Quarterlz !eview$ CCVII! (H?08), 369~

f
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But!1~

rec6pti'ft:' and passive; man, impressive and active..

Lubbock goes on

to' say, "It is better to' be a tyrant than to' patrenize_ fll5
Yet whO' will ebject to' his view on woman when we see hif'r
half of t..'l,.at harmony which opposes God.

"'.$

the female

One ef the severest criticisms on

Patmere is that woman is never a mystery to' him.

And in his complete knowl-

edge of her he raised her from merely being a perfect lady to a place abeve

the angels and a little lower than the Madonna.
Pa.tmore did not ignore children.

They ere censidered to' be the first

purpose of matrimony and they trnnsmit energy to the whole circle of family
life.

Patmere and all his wives were intensely interested in their children

and always shewed the greatest desire to' love and educate them.
Patmere was singuler eneugh to' be misunderstoed, snd$ ftccord:lng to his
temp>3l:'IlI1'-€nt, even to desire to' be misunderstood.
the praise of the discerning;

critic~.

In spite of hims€llf he

WO!l

From Alice Mayne11 to Francis Thompsoll;

to his own daughter (and perhaps the severe.st critic ef all) we hear his art
and philosophy praised because he
the ceopaoities of

hU11l8.11

hGS

so accura.tel:,- yet delicately uttered

passions.

He had achieved populsority by writing
deliberately turned his back

011

.!.!.:!. Angel .?!! ~

House, but he

his public to follow another ceurse.

On tt.is

rea.d he feund little COmpa!lY except, perhaps, Crashaw elld COllstable. 16
He did a ver.J wise thing in turning his back
is by

.!.!!! Ynknown

~

0]'1

this popularity for it

that he will live if it is enough claim to immorte,Ety

15

Lec. cit.

16

Fred. Pa.ee, "Ceventry Patmore, --Points of View," p. 380.
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"to hsye wri ttell the most devout,. I!ubtle, sublimated love-poetry of' our
century."

17

Those that say The Unknown Eros is a revelation in literature and a gift

-

-

to life seem to speak extravagantly. IS
mos't

. if':tcant
s~gn

The opinion that this volume is the

Ie t s seems ~ncre
.
d'bI
one to nppeD.r sinceea
~
eo> 19

Burdett says. that Pa.tmore i.s one of the few poets who had any system of
thought and that we should be very grateful for this

"'0
0; ' "

No critic disagrees

with Burdett on this.
In comparing Patn::ore with the other poets Gosse saye that he differed
from them because wherein they celebrated the liberty, freshness, emd the
delirium of love - whether physical or metaphysical - it was

el¥.~ys

in

antioipe.tiolli.t never in a mood of posses63.on, £'.nd. never, never, within the
It falls to Patmore alone to beautify these ties in poetry.

bonds of custom.

He was more t.han a poet in the abstract, rather, he was one of love made
'11'
W1
. ~ng

captive b y'th€I

'

:marr~age

t'l.es. 21

Patmore had assimilated much of the thought of many of the classical
philosophers.

Because of this Francis Thompson called him !fan ocee.nio vast
He was able to see clearly both the wood and the trees.

of intellect."

~.,

His

17

Bregy, Ope

p. 161.

18

Arthur Symonds, "Coventry Patmore," North Arnerican Eeview, CCXI (1920) 266

19

Louis Garvin, "Coventry Patmore," tOl"tnightly Review, LiI..-VII (1897) 207.

20

Burdett# Ope

21

Gosse, Ope cit., p. 38.

~.,
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poetry had the deep lucidity of the coral seas.

Yet despite all this end

the universality of his subject, Patmore is still the poet of a chosen few.
One critic said that The
was to

Milton~

new power.

Un1..-nov.'l"~

Eros was to Patmore what Paradise Lost

It is the crovJn of his previous work end displays an entirely

The sema critio in comparing these odes with

~

Angel says that

when Patmore wrote these odes it was as though "a Pre-Raphaelite should
su dd en1y start painting I ike a Remb ran dt
.;. "22
The art of the Odes has compelled the admiration of all.

It is cO!PJ!lonly

said th9.t 1'.11 Patmore's poetry :is confined to The Urumown Eros.

It is

probably true that he is a poet remembered today by reason of the subtlety
of thought e.nd the Simplicity of emotion found in the Odes.
a virile and delicate intellect, and emotion wide.

They

They suggest

display~

at once$ one

of the saintliest and one of the healthiest minds in English literature.
Not all of the critics were favorable.
did not understand him.

The criticism of George Cotterell is representative

of this type of criticism.
theological narrowness.

He says that the odes contain nothing but

He maintains that the poet has doffed his singing

robes to put on the priest's cowl.
to sympathize with

1~.

Many turned from him because they

He co:r..tinues by saying "if one were able

Patmore's Romanist reconstruction of a Pagan idee., the

difficulty one is conscious of might disappear_ n23

This is a criticism of

little consequence because those wrlC have r.,md ':'he Unknovm Eros with the

22

"Review of Goethe's Life,

~

Athenaeum, I (1905) p. 390.

23 Deorge Cottrell, nCoventry Patmore," The Academy, XXXVIII (1897), 358.

r
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proper sort of spiritual background find little or no difficulty.
have not this background are not likely to see the

s~1mbolimn

Those who

behind the poems

and so again there will be no difficulty.24
Patmore delivered his thought with a deliberate
any sort of hesitation.
defects.

directness~

without

His good qualities were slightly offset by his

He Was so filled with his dominant idea that he narrowed the range

of his poetic powers.

He thus becomes more keen and penetrating at the loss

of his inclusiveness and tolerance.
Symons tempers this cri ticisr.l by saying that Patmore might be considered
narrow, for he has brought to blossom in a cultivated corner of a little
garden a rare flower whose color seems too pale for some but which the poet
thought to be the best loved by the Virgin. 25
Patmore did fall in love with his own analogy between human arid divine
love.

Every s.nalogy will limp and like any other analogy. i.t has its

limitations.

However, Patmore himself did not wish those who could not

appreciate what he had to say to look bejrOlld the surface of his work.
In cla.ssifying PatlT.,ore's ideas in relation to his place in literary
history, we see that he is the poet of nuptial love, an opponent of woman's
rights (in the 'masculine' sphere), ond a po I i tica.l reactionary •

Despite

the impression which might be created by his poetry, he VIas not a weak
sentimentalist.

He vms an uncompromisir..g, opinionated snob.

He hated the mob

,

24

There is at least one exception to this statement. Aubrey de Vere after
reading the Odes strongly suggested that they should be supressed.

25

A. Symons, Dramatis Personae, p. 368.
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despised poverty, and was constantly convinced of his own rightness.
In the odes which dealt with the social end political issues, Patmore
was an uncompromising Tory.

He indulged a continuous state of pessimism

over the economic and political state of Engle.lld.
rule of the mob.

He constantly feared the

He was unreasoning in his attitude that whatever came

from the multitude was unintelligent, unfeeling and impossible.
His attitude toward woman seems to con.tradict itself in his life and in
his art.

Patmore agreed with Victoria that all advocates of women's rights

should be severly punished.

He believed that woman. was an unreasoning,

emotional, soarcely intelligent creature.
ior.

In all things she was man's infer-

Yet this irrational creature is the one whioh he glorified as wife and

mother.

It was this same 'unthinking' creature without whom he was incomplete

as is borne witness to in his three marriages.

These weaker 'vessels' were

the ones that exerted the strongest influence on his life.

From his grand-

mother to his third wife he seems to have been able to act only under their
inspiration.
In his poetry the idea of the mastery of" man is not forgotten.

But in

his treatment of woman as the wea.ker half of creation he is more kind thal)
he was in actual life.

He recognized the dua.l principle in nature and felt

that the feminine half offered more philosophic material than did the
Masculine.

As followed from this idea, woman's glory lay in her inferiority

to man, to be a useful wife in the home.

Thus if she is to be idealized she

must be placed in her proper setting -- the

home~

henoe, his domestic verse.

Basically, however, Patmore really did love woman and so was able to rise

i
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i

above this narrowness and really to glorify her in the Odes.
In the odes l woman faired better in more ways than one.
reflection of the Divine.

St.!: is a.

In making the analogy' between human and divine

love, Patmore does not give woman any place on the Divine level.

Unlike st.

Thoms.s "Yoith whom, in his attitude on woman, he agrees on many points, Patm.ore
forgets that m&.n and woman are equal in the sight of God.
Reason and truth were the qualities,

maseuline~

believed that he possessed in large quantities.
himself to be an able composer and critic.

of course. which ·Patmore

In his conoeit he believed

And he is consistent in this

attitude concerning the rights end prerogatives of the male over the female.
If' this description piotures a glowering, he.teful male, it is in error.

In personal matters Patmore was an optimist.

He loved humor and those who

knew him speak highly of his sense of humor.

He

W8.S

also an idealist and

despite his seeming arrogant and dictatorial ways, he was a good Catholic
and in all ways submissive to the authority of the Church.
Patmore should be grateful that posterity has overlooked many of the
condemning facts listed above and remembers hUl, rather, as the laureate of
wedded love..

His place in literature rests both on

and The Unknown Eros.

The two are oomplementary.

~

Angel

~ ~

House

Married love was his theme

and it was strikingly original in that it had never before been made the
central theme in the work of any of the great poets.
the wife and mother in a day of decadence.
seems strange, he gives us
human experience.

8.

He sang of' the glory of

Deapi te the fact· that his theme

philosophy which is within the range of all

He began at Sarum Closse .. and from the Deanery there he

i
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climbed to the summit of Catholic mysticism.

He is obsessed with the idea

of love, but unlike most of the love poets he does not leave us with a vague
and hazy notion of love.

The moods of love occasioned by courtship are

unified and fulfilled in the sacrament of matrimony.
In making this nuptial love his religion and philosophy, he sees human
marriage foreshadow the divine union.

In this philosophy he merely reiterates

the doctrines of the early Fathers of the Church, the Saints (especially St.
Bernard) and the mystics.
The relation of the love of God to the soul is the prototype of the
relations of lovers before and after marriage.

I
\

In the human love we have the

period of courtship, with all its setbacks, and finally the marriage.

In the

Divine Order God also courts the soul, and it suffers many setbacks until it
reaches the summit of Divine love which is God Himself.

Both types see

sacrifice as the measure of love; but God's love is without measure.

Love

thrives on association, 9.nd so God gave us His Only Son so that souls might
reach Him.

As the human lover forgives. and loves the forgiving, so God --

and how much He has to forgive.
The symbols and parables which Patmore uses are richly mystical..

In many

different ways he tells us that love is the most gratifying of gifts and that
God is Love'
Despite his ethereal flights Patmore was a very practical person and
does he.ve a message for all who will receive it.

Actually he is kind to the

'mob' which he supposedly despised.
Of those who were not frightened off by Patmore's haughty manner, some
are left to praise -- others to criticize.

All agree upon his individuality
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in thought and action and many agree respecting his consistency but there
the concord ends.
condemn

~

promising.

Angel

Many of those who are lavish in their praise of the Odes
~~

House for being sentimental, trivial, and uncom-

Many who enjoy

~

Aneel criticize the Odes in that they are

confused, unintelligible.. and obscure.

Others feel that the analogy between

human and divine love has been carried beyond due bonds, that these poems are
too graphic and vulgar.
Today we are more lenient with Patrr,ore.

Many critics now feel that he

will reoeive his measure of appreciation both for his ideas and for his
literary achievement; for his mastery of the poetic art, and the originality
of his verse.

Today our background allows us to be more tolerant of this

arrogant poet.

st.

We have the Encyclical

~

Christian Marriage which develops

Paul fS consideration of marriage between man and woman as the counterpart

of Christ's marriage with the Church.

Woma~

has been 'freed' and has come

down from her pedestal to be equal to man; we see what this freedom has done t
love and to life in the home.
down to the

ve~

Slowly but surely woman is dragging herself

depths of degradation.

Glancing back, we see that Patmore was a poet who lived in a decadent,
peSSimistic age.
doctrine.

To those dreary, unhappy people he gave an optimistic

He showed

th~m

the way in whioh they might mflintain their sanity.

His optimistic outlook on life led him to the Catholic Church for he saw that
true and lasting optim:ism whioh would result from man's relationship with God,
which was as intimate a rela.tionship as the one shared between husband and

wife.

He saw life Whole and so was able to see the mountain tops instead of

only the ground of the vale he might be In.
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MOdern love psychologists, who otten are led to suicide as a result
01' their own confused principles based on Freud, would do well to go back

to

.!h!. Angel

tor their psychology 01' sex.

-

It they have the background, they

could do no better than to read The Unknown Eros.

-

They will, within these

two works, find sanity it they can izbibe ot Patmore's sane doctrine: the
most izportant relationship in life is that with God.

The bridge necessary

to complete this relationship is love.
Patmore stands to our age much the same as Dante stood to his. He has
pointed the way to the regeneration 01' poetry and a regeneration 01' lite.
Theology and philosophy can lead man to God; but the average man needs to see

!

Theology and philosophy assUllle a form so that they can live right along with
him and thus become realities by which he can guide his actions on the road

\

01' lite.

Patmore felt that the "proper study 01' mankind was woman."
the root which is at the base of his philosophy.

So woman is

Not the siren, mistress,

or madonna with child but the wife - the backbone of the home. 'When man and
woman embrace the sacrament 01' matrimony their love shall grow with the
years i t they live in the sacramental aspect 01' this institution.

Their love

for each other will be strengthened by their love for their children.

This

love, then, beoomes the foreshadowing of the love to cane in which God becomes
the Husband ot each lite.
01' all gitts in life.

Love is the most universal and the most gratifying

The perfect realization of love lies in the marriage

state and through man's knowledge of the relationship that exists between the
bridegroom and the bride he can come to know how he may achieve union with
God which is the ultmate goal of life.

Ie
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Patmore elevated dogma to song.

The Incarnation as viewed through

marriage was the true subjeot for real poetry.

His devotion to the Blessed

Mother stands as the crowning virtue of his poetio power,.
Inoarnation he has found the true meaning of life and love.

In her and in the
It is often

very diffioult to follow Patmore to the feet of Our Blessed Lady and to the
feet of Christ, beoause so many of us lack his experienoe and sense of
assurance. We are too muoh like Psyohe.
a way and has given us hope.

But at least Patmore has pointed

Man pursues his beloved despite the obstaoles

she puts in his way •. If her infidelity is past, he loves forgiving her for
it.

The same thought can be applied to God and Mary Magdalen, and to God

and the Good Thief.

They stand as guideposts on the way to our Love showing

us the smoother way ahead if we can be persistent.

\

Patmore's philosophy is dazzling.

It hurts to look at 1:he sun.

Once

we have accustomed ourselves to what he has to say we will find that it is
a most healthful air that his philosophy breathes.
not allow room for the rarer man to breathe.

Nor is it one which does

1M
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